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Abstract  
Behavior-driven development (BDD) is a development practice focusing on behaviors and           
requirements from users and stakeholders. It is designed to develop behaviors which contribute             
directly to system outcomes. BDD encourages multiple stakeholders to collaborate by           
minimizing communication gaps and create a shared understanding of the project between            
technical and non-technical speakers. As a result, the development process becomes faster and             
the cost lower. Although BDD has many benefits, there are teams who feel inertia towards using                
it as their main development practice.  
 
This thesis work took place at a company with a strong agile foundation. It had the goal to                  
investigate reasons why teams feel inertia against BDD, and thus contribute to BDD research and               
assist the company. The assumption that positive motivation would help in dispelling inertia was              
the idea behind this thesis work, and that a stronger motivation for a practice can be achieved by                  
assessing a team’s suitability for it. To reach the goal of the thesis a qualitative research                
methodology was used, with a focus on obtaining a better understanding of opinions and              
behaviors that exist, with rounds of interviews and forms as the main method of data collection.                
Interviews were also consistently used throughout the thesis work to validate that it followed the               
right track.  
 
The inertia which teams at the company have experienced was clustered into different             
dimensions. These dimensions were used to develop a self-assessment tool intended to help             
people starting a project to assess how well BDD might fit their context. It allows people to                 
assess their inertia in the different dimensions identified, and as well as attempting to give an                
overall guide to readiness, also giving some recommendations where gaps could be identified. 
 
The deliverable of the thesis work is the tool for managing inertia against BDD. It was developed                 
in a spreadsheet-format for quick development and easy access for multiple users. However, it is               
important to highlight that this tool focuses on agile autonomous teams. The tool is not about                
forcing the development practice on someone but rather acts as an aid in giving insight into how                 
well BDD could work for a specific project and team. Finally, to grasp the validity of the tool                  
teams who had previous success developing projects using BDD at the company were able to try                
it out to see how well it reflected their project reality. The tool also got tested on teams who felt                    
strong inertia towards BDD, to verify whether it helped them manage it or not.  
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Abstract  
Beteendedriven utveckling (BDD), är ett arbetssätt som fokuserar på beteenden och krav från             
både användare och intressenter. Det är utvecklat för att främja och skapa beteenen som bidrar               
till det önskade målet. Några av BDDs fördelar är att arbetssättet uppmuntrar intressenterna till              
tätt samarbete, att minska luckor i kommunikation och information samt att det skapar en delad               
förståelse för projektet mellan tekniskt- och icke-tekniskt kunniga intressenter. En positiv           
konsekvens av detta är att utvecklingen tenderar att bli snabbare och kostnaderna lägre. BDD ser               
till att alla inblandade är eniga om vilket resultat man kan förvänta sig från ett               
utvecklingsprojekt, redan innan utvecklingen börjar. Detta gör att de missförstånd som är vanligt             
förekommande mellan intressenter och utvecklingsteam reduceras. Trots att BDD, som nämnts,           
har flera fördelar finns det team som känner motstånd mot att använda BDD som sitt               
huvudsakliga arbetssätt.  
 
Antagandet att motivation kan bidra till att minska motståndet och att motivationen kan skapas              
genom att påvisa för team hur lämpligt BDD skulle vara för just dem var ideén bakom detta                 
arbete. Det utfördes på ett företag med stark agil bas. Målet var att identifiera och utreda                
orsakerna till att team känner motstånd mot BDD, och på så sätt bidra till forskningen och                
samtidigt hjälpa företaget med en ökad insikt i detta. Syftet med arbetet var att utveckla ett                
verktyg för att hjälpa team förstå sitt motstånd mot BDD och guida dem till hur de kan hantera                  
det. För att nå målet användes en kvalitativ forskningsmetod med fokus på att få en bättre                
förståelse för åsikter och beteenden som finns angående BDD. Olika rundor av intervjuer             
utgjorde den huvudsakliga datainsamlingen. Intervjuer användes också kontinuerligt för att          
validera att arbetet höll rätt kurs.  
 
Det motstånd mot BDD som påträffades på företaget grupperades i olika dimensioner. Dessa             
användes för att utveckla slutprodukten av kandidatexamensarbetet, ett självskattningsverktyg.         
För att underlätta utvecklingen valdes ett spreadsheet-format på verktyget, detta även för att             
enkelt kunna dela det mellan flertalet intressenter.  
 
Det är viktigt att understryka att verktyget fokuserar på autonoma team. Det har inte som mål att                 
tvinga någon att använda BDD, utan att agera som hjälp för att visa hur arbetssättet skulle kunna                 
fungera för ett specifikt projekt och team. Slutligen, för att kunna verifiera kvaliteten på              
verktyget, utvärderades det i samarbete med team som tidigare på ett framgångsrikt sätt utvecklat              
ett projekt med BDD. Detta för att se om självskattningsverktygets utsägelse motsvarade teamets             
helhetsupplevelse. Verktyget testades också av andra team för att se om det var till hjälp för dem                 
eller inte.  
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1. Introduction 
Whenever you interact with your computer there are programs running on the inside telling it to                
do what you want it to do. These programs are the software of the computer (Arpaci-Dusseau                
and Arpaci-Dusseau, 2014). Software development is the art of applying scientific and            
technological knowledge, methods, and experience to the creation of programs that fetch            
instructions which tell the hardware how to work. 
 
Everyone who works with developing software has a methodology for doing so. A methodology              
is the set of conventions, rules, tools, frameworks, and practices a development team agrees to               
follow. Even teams who do not agree follow a no-method methodology; however, it is not a                
particularly good one. Methodologies are used to improve software development by distributing            
the work into phases of conception, initiation, analysis, design, implementation, testing,           
deployment, maintenance, management, and documentation.  
 
The evolution of software methodologies has increased with the growing demand for technology             
products. The 50s relied on the sequential Waterfall model, where each development phase is              
completed before the next begins. The early 2000s gave way to the more flexible agile approach,                
where different development phases progress in parallel and in small increments. Agile is the              
umbrella term for the methodologies based on the ability to adapt in an ever-changing              
environment, where each individual increment of the development should be tested before it is              
considered complete.  
 
The software development industry is an uncertain environment with many talented and            
successful companies competing at the top. For software companies to be successful, they must              
release their novelty product before anyone else. Agile turned out to be great for developing               
quality products in a fast and efficient way in an environment where the conditions change fast.                
(Agile Alliance, 2019) 
 
All teams are different; consequently, teams should follow the practices which work the best for               
them and their project. If a practice suits a team well, it should guide towards the right action to                   
take, no matter the context. There are several agile practices available to make software              
development as efficient as possible. Behavior-driven development (BDD) is one agile practice            
that focuses on the behaviors and requirements from users and stakeholders. 
 
Agile development values teams that are as independent and people-driven as possible and put              
great value in team-members opinions and ideas on which methodologies serve them the best.              
The downside is that agile adaptability introduces the risk of chaos, and it can be hard to                 
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encourage settled teams to replace a tried and true practice, even if that other practice eventually                
will boost their project to excellence. It is not uncommon that software engineers feel overloaded               
with work and new technology which has an inherent effect on their teams. The teams get the                 
feeling of inertia, a resistance to adopt new practices or ideas.  

1.1 Problem 

There are several frameworks and tools available to follow the BDD practice; however, many              
agile autonomous teams do not dare take the risk of failing when trying the practice out. One                 
hypothesis for the reason is that there is no obvious policy teams can follow to easily predict how                  
well an adaption of BDD would work for their specific project, and there are no straightforward                
steps on how teams easily can replace their current development practice with BDD.  

1.2 Research question 

All kinds of studies should be led by precise and well-formulated research questions. To address               
the problem described in Section 1.1, and to encourage autonomous agile teams out of their               
comfort zone and to try new practices, the following research question is specified:  

 
What elements should be included in a tool with the purpose of guiding agile autonomous teams 

dispel inertia towards BDD? 
 

This question guides the thesis work and devises an efficient research strategy.  

1.3 Purpose  

The assumption that positive motivation would help in dispelling inertia towards BDD was the              
idea behind this thesis work, and that a stronger motivation for a practice can be achieved by                 
assessing a team’s suitability for it. The purpose of this thesis work was hence to develop a tool                  
which agile autonomous teams can use to predict how effective BDD would be as their               
development practice, and from that generate guidance as to how the team could adopt the               
practice.  
 
The thesis work analyzes steps made by teams who successfully used BDD as their development               
practice and actions taken by teams who tried but did not succeed; reasons from teams who have                 
not considered using BDD at all were also investigated. The data collected were clustered in               
different dimensions to cover all aspects of inertia towards BDD. These dimensions formed an              
assessment tool with the goal to help people starting a project to assess how well BDD would fit                  
their context. 
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1.4 Goals 

The goal of this thesis was to provide a basis for dispelling inertia towards BDD. The short term                  
goal was the assessment tool for development practice readiness. The tool directs agile             
autonomous teams to use it as a guide to better communication and deeper understanding of their                
projects and how well they fit with BDD. The long term goal is to contribute to the BDD                  
research by analyzing data collected from interviews, questionnaires, and surveys, to better            
understand what kind of inertia that exists towards the development practice and generate a tool               
to help dispel it. 

1.5 Research Methodology 

The methodology used in this thesis work is qualitative, which concerns the understanding of              
meanings, opinions, and behaviors to reach a tentative hypothesis or theory regarding achieving             
a better perception of a problem (Håkansson, 2013).  

1.6 Stakeholders 

There are three stakeholders for this thesis work. The main one was the company Spotify.               
Spotify is a company that provides a music-, podcasts-, and video streaming service. The              
company has products available on several different platforms, such as applications like the             
desktop client for Windows, Linux, and macOS, or the smartphone and tablet client for Android               
and iOS. Spotify also provides a web-player experience which makes it possible to use the               
product without downloading it as an application. (Spotify, 2018) 
 
This thesis work was a part of a mission issued by a technology department at the company                 
which is responsible for the smartphone and tablet application. The problem the department has              
experienced is that the team adoption of BDD is not as high as preferred. Spotify wants to                 
understand the secret of teams who have been able to successfully adopt BDD, and inspire others                
by their way of working. Consequently, the second stakeholder of the thesis work was the teams                
in the department. The teams can be seen as stakeholders because the department has the belief                
that if BDD would have a better adoption rate among the teams, it would result in better                 
communication between the teams and their project stakeholders and create a better company             
alignment. This is something that would favor companies that expand rapidly.  
 
The third and final stakeholder was the end-users of the Spotify products. This is because a                
successful adaption of the BDD practice can benefit both the quality and the speed of the                
product, which directly affects the end-users. Spotify and its development culture are further             
explained in Section 3.3.  
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1.7 Contribution 

The thesis does not only result in a tool for agile autonomous teams to dispel inertia towards                 
BDD. It also contributes to BDD research by investigating reasons why inertia exists and how it                
can be managed by generating a tool which influences more teams to use the development               
practice. 

1.8 Target audience 

This thesis has two main target groups: academia and the industry. Academia is a target group                
because this thesis aims to contribute to BDD research by finding a solution for how to dispel the                  
inertia against it. The work took place in the industry at a company with a strong agile                 
autonomous foundation. The biggest target audience at the company were the teams, to help              
them assess if BDD is an appropriate development practice and if so guide them in how to use it.                   
The stakeholders of the team projects were of interest because the thesis deliverable aims to help                
the department gain better communication, hence, ensure the correct project outcomes. 
 
The deliverable of this thesis targets Spotify, but it can be adapted to other companies that also                 
have an agile autonomous organization set up and in this way expand the spectrum of the                
industry target.  

1.9 Scope and Delimitation 

The thesis work is commissioned by one company, consequently, the data collected was from              
this context only and may not give a nuanced and diverse picture of the reality in the entire                  
industry sector. The thesis has agile autonomous teams in focus, who develop features on the               
main mobile application. The department that requested the thesis had a fully developed             
BDD-framework on the Android platform, therefore the main focus of the thesis work was to               
collect data from the development made on Android. However, additional data was collected             
from other platforms and departments too, to strengthen the deliverable of this thesis. The thesis               
work was of an exploratory character, meaning that the amount of valid data to be included was                 
unset until the end of the thesis work. 

1.10 Social benefits, Ethics, and Sustainability 

BDD is a development practice that used correctly can favor rapidly expanding organizations.             
This is because BDD demands effortless communications and generates products with the exact             
behavior explained in pure English. The project requirements BDD generates create a better             
understanding of the ongoing projects and create a better company alignment. Using the English              
language makes it easy for everyone, no matter the technical background, to contribute.  
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The social benefit from the thesis work is that it helped to spread awareness about the                
development practice. Agile autonomous teams value cross-pollination rather than         
standardization when deciding on developing practices to follow. The more teams who talk about              
the thesis deliverable or about their successful BDD project, the more teams will be open to                
adopting it. 
 
Another social benefit of the thesis is that if inertia towards BDD can be dispelled, then the                 
otiose work spent on re-coding or fixing bugs is reduced due to reliable project requirements               
early in the development process. It creates alignment in the team and also helps with test                
coverage. This prevents loops of production code going back and forth between team members              
because they do not have a shared image of the project outcome. BDD transposes time               
previously spent on rewriting code to time for writing functional code, which is a sort of personal                 
benefit as it is cheaper for the company to get production code done quicker (Pettinger, 2019).  
 
An ethical problem that can arise is the naive belief that BDD is a silver-bullet that suits all                  
projects and different team setups and solves all problems - which is not the case. The data that                  
forms the foundation for the tool was collected from one company, and due to time limitations,                
the data was not compared to other organizations to determine if it was twisted or biased. The                 
employees who participated in the thesis work may have had fixed opinions about the              
development practice from the beginning. This may increase the risk of them not giving an               
honest reply but rather a personal opinion. The ethical problem of the thesis work deliverable is                
that the tool's reliability is not evaluated for other companies or organizations.  
 
The deliverable of the thesis work helps to create more sustainable software. It acts as an aid in                  
giving insight into how well BDD would work for a specific project. If BDD is considered to be                  
good practice for a team, the tool guides them in successfully replacing their current              
development practice with BDD. BDD generates good and comprehensive documentation of the            
project requirements and the implementation which creates software sustainability that is easy to             
maintain in the long term.  
 
Another take on the sustainability aspect is how the deliverable can reduce the environmental              
impact software development has on our planet. BDD generates readable project requirements            
which explain each behavior a project has. This makes code handover when a project changes               
the team owner easier. This means that when project owners change, teams do not need to have                 
physical meetings to explain the project to each other. With good and comprehensive documents,              
online meetups should be enough for successful handovers; hence, the assessment tool can help              
towards a more sustainable society in a matter of reducing travel emissions. 
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1.11 Terminology 

This thesis uses standard terminology in the field of software engineering. Most of it is               
self-explanatory, but some might not be easily understood. For these terms, an asterisk is used in                
the floating text to indicate that the definition is available in the glossary attached as an appendix                 
to the thesis. However, a few terms from chapter 1, Introduction, can be seen as the main terms                  
throughout the thesis and will already be defined: 

● Autonomous teams: Small, self-organizing cross-functional teams. The purpose is to          
accomplish mission developed by the product strategy, but the team decides what to             
build, how to build it and how to work together while doing it (Spotify Training &                
Development, 2014). 

● Inertia: A tendency to do nothing or to remain unchanged due to a lack of interest or                 
unwillingness to make an effort to do anything (Oxford Dictionaries | English, n.d.). In              
software engineering, inertia is more often resistance to adopting new practices or ideas.  

 
Abbreviation used throughout the thesis is: 

● BDD: Behavior-driven development 

1.12 Disposition of the thesis 

Chapter 2, Research Strategy: This chapter describes the type, phases, and instruments of the              
research.  
Chapter 3, Extended Background: This chapter provides an extended background regarding the            
subject of this thesis work. It gives an explanation to BDD, causes for inertia and a description of                  
the company who issued this thesis.  
Chapter 4, Data Collection: This chapter explains how the data for the thesis work was collected                
and analyzed.  
Chapter 5, Creation and Evaluation: This chapter describes the development process for the             
outcome of the thesis work. It describes an explanation of how the assessment tool was evaluated                
and improved.  
Chapter 6, The Assessment Tool: This chapter focuses on the final version of the assessment               
tool. It presents the objective, how to use it, how to analyze the results, and presents ideas for                  
next steps to take.  
Chapter 7, Analysis and Discussion: This chapter analyses and discusses the thesis work, how              
well the thesis deliverable answers to the research question, experiences gained and unexpected             
events.  
Chapter 8, Conclusion and Future Work: This chapter draws the final conclusion on the thesis               
work and presents ideas on potential future work. 
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2 Research Strategy 
This chapter explains the research strategy by presenting the type, distinct phases, and             
instruments of the research used in the thesis work. Figure 2 gives an overview of the research                 
and its different sections. Section 2.1 explains the type of research, the research methodology, its               
methods and the appropriateness of it. Section 2.2 presents the research process, its different              
phases and where the five rounds of interviews to collect data were conducted. Section 2.3               
defines the research instruments used in the different phases of the thesis.  
 
The area of the thesis work is rather complex and unexplored. For that reason, not only was time                  
spent on mastering the subject area in terms of BDD and inertia; but also to understand where the                  
company stands in terms of methodologies used and organizational structure. To streamline the             
work and make the thesis more effective, a strategy most optimal for finalizing the thesis work                
within the given timeframe was chosen.  

 
Figure 2, The research strategy 

 
Figure 2 shows how the distribution of the thesis work was made. The research strategy involves                
the research type, the four main research phases and the rounds of interviews, and the               
determination of the research instruments of the thesis. 

2.1 Research Type 

This section presents and motivates the research methodology the thesis follows. Section 2.1.1             
explains what a qualitative research methodology is and why it befits this thesis work. Section               
2.1.2 divides the research methodology with the framework “Portal of research methods and             
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methodologies” and explains the methods used. Finally, Section 2.1.3 gives examples of an             
alternative research methodology and explains why this thesis work does not favor a quantitative              
research methodology. 

2.1.1 Qualitative research methodology 
Methodologies are used as guidelines during a project. It helps in finding solutions to problems               
by directing a decent method to use for a specific context. There are two main research                
methodologies which can be seen as polar opposites; quantitative methodology and qualitative            
methodology. A qualitative research methodology concerns the understanding of meanings,          
opinions, and behaviors by investigating datasets with new inventions, theories or products as the              
outcome. The methodology consists of different methods used to direct the work to result in               
valid and reliable outcomes. (Håkansson, 2013)  
 
To answer the research question a qualitative research methodology was used. The thesis focuses              
on obtaining a better understanding of opinions and behaviors that exist at the company              
regarding BDD and inertia, with rounds of interviews as the main source for information.  

2.1.2 Research Method 
This section presents and motivates the different stages of the qualitative research methodology             
and the specific methods used in this thesis work. It is based on a figure designed by Anna                  
Håkansson, docent in software and computer systems, and describes which research methods go             
well with what research methodology. Figure 2.1.2 illustrates the methods used in the thesis              
work in chronological order from left to right.  

 
Figure 2.1.2, Methods used in the thesis work 

 
Philosophical Assumption 
The thesis has the perspective of opinions and values experiences to find a solution for the                
research question. The philosophical assumption, the view of the project, is hence interpretivism.             
Interpretivism is a method that involves both observation and interviews (Cloud, n.d.).  
 
Research Method 
The thesis work aimed to investigate the reasons why teams feel inertia towards BDD and to help                 
and guide teams to manage it. To find an appropriate solution to the research question a                
combination of a non-experimental method and an empirical method were used.  
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A non-experimental research method studies existing scenarios and draws conclusions for the            
situation. It further predicts or describes behaviors from studying behavior or opinions of             
functionality. An empirical research method relies on experiences from real people and            
situations. It collects knowledge and aims to analyze data based on observations and experiences.              
(Håkansson, 2013)  
 
Research Approaches 
Research approaches are used for predicting the outcome of a project by discovering what              
information is correct and what is misleading. For the purpose of this thesis, an inductive               
research approach is favorable, it is also the method the qualitative research methodology             
recommends. 
 
The inductive research approach starts with small observations or questions and works it way up               
to deliver theories supported by data by examining related issues, alternative information, or             
patterns. It explains why something is happening and the reasons for the theories. (Håkansson,              
2013) 
 
Research Tools 
Research tools of the thesis work were interviews, action research, and exploratory research.             
Interviews were an important tool for the thesis in terms of gaining a better understanding of the                 
inertia that exists at the company regarding BDD.  
 
The action research was a research tool used because it contributes to functional concerns in a                
questionable condition and aims to improve the way people approach concerns and strategies;             
while exploratory research contributes to general findings on a wider level, which is supporting              
the purpose of the thesis of contributing to the research of BDD. (Håkansson, 2013) 
 
Data Collection 
The most common data collection for any qualitative research methodology is to collect data              
through questions in a questionnaire, or from interviews, and to observe behaviors in a modest               
group of people (Håkansson 2013). To collect data, this thesis uses both questionnaires in the               
shape of a form, and interviews with employees to better grasp the behavior and feelings existing                
in the company regarding BDD and inertia. 
 
Analysing Method 
The analyzing methods used in this thesis work were coding and analytic induction. Coding is an                
analyzing method that transforms qualitative data into statistics by using clustering. Analytic            
induction, on the other hand, analyzes the potential need to refine and develop the initial idea of                 
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what is to be explained. These methods are used to better understand the collected data and to                 
present valid deliverable from the thesis work.  
 
Validity Threats 
Validity threats are taken into account in the last step of the qualitative research methodology               
before the presentation of the result of the thesis. This phase analyses the validation and               
verification of the collected data. Validity, dependability, confirmability, and transferability must           
be applied and discussed for a qualitative methodology approach (Håkansson, 2013).  

2.1.3 Appropriateness of Quantitative Research 
The quantitative research methodology is used to prove a phenomenon by performing            
experiments or testing a system with big data sets. It has the goal to analyze mathematical and                 
statistical data to answer one question or hypothesis.  
 
This thesis work is exploratory research. A quantitative research methodology does not apply to              
exploratory research because it does not provide enough understanding and explanations of the             
research subject (Håkansson, 2013). This thesis work did not aim to prove any hypothesis, rather               
present a tool for managing inertia towards BDD within agile autonomous teams. Consequently,             
a quantitative research methodology is irrelevant and the qualitative research methodology was            
chosen.  

2.2 Research Phases 

This section describes the research phases which lead to the deliverable of this thesis work. The                
thesis work was divided into four research phases, visualized in Figure 2.2. Section 2.2.1              
explains the research conducted at the company with the purpose to obtain more             
company-specific expertise. Section 2.2.2 describes the literature study phase where the basic            
academic knowledge regarding the subject of the thesis was gained. Section 2.2.3 gives an              
overall description of how these two parallel phases merged together into the actual creation of               
the method. Finally, Section 2.2.4 explains the phase where the evaluation and credibility of the               
tool created were made, which resulted in the final version of the tool.  
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Figure 2.2, Research phases in chronological order 

 
Figure 2.2 presents in what chronological order the phases were performed. The two first phases,               
practice study and literature study, were performed in parallel as a way to optimize the time                
where both academic knowledge and company-specific expertise were gained. The remaining           
two phases, creation and evaluation were accomplished in chronological order.  

2.2.1 Practice Study Phase 
The practice study was roughly conducted in two sub-phases, the Initial Research, and the Tool               
Research. The Initial Research was preparation work and studied the organization and culture at              
the company, along with the first round of interviews. This was to better understand the current                
state of practice the company was in and which sampling method best applied for the thesis                
work. The Tool Research hosted the second round of interviews for the thesis data collection to                
better grasp the general feeling of inertia at the company. Both sub-phases used interviews as the                
main source of knowledge.  
 
The Initial Research was conducted by open interviews with the purpose to get enough of an                
understanding of the general inertia towards BDD at the company, to be able to put the                
widespread form for the second round of interviews together. In this phase, four employees (Two               
engineering managers and two engineers) agreed to be the key interviewees of this thesis work.               
In the first round of interviews, the engineering managers shared their perspective on BDD,              
which development practices their teams are using, how the development is going, and finally,              
why they think using BDD as the team development practice would be helpful but also what they                 
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believe is the cause for inertia towards it. The interviews with the engineers were based on                
similar questions as the interviews with the managers but with some additions. An introduction              
to the BDD framework developed at the company was presented and more context to the relation                
between quality and BDD was shared.  
 
To be able to distinguish the key interviewees, without having to put too much weight on their                 
main role in the company, they are referred to with acronyms in an open and inclusive way                 
throughout this thesis. The key interviewees and their acronyms: 
 

❖ Employee A 
➢ Employee A has been working at Spotify for 2 years in a feature development              

team as an Android engineer. Employee A was asked to be a key interviewee of               
this thesis work because of its practical BDD knowledge and technical expertise.  

❖ Employee B 
➢ Employee B has been working at the company for 3 years as an engineering              

manager. Employee B has graduation in system science and has working           
experience from previous quality-oriented roles.  

❖ Employee C  
➢ Employee C has been working at Spotify two times with a total of 3 years. The                

first 2 years as an agile coach* when the company was much smaller, the third               
and current year as an engineering manager. Employee C has an important            
experience in how the company has grown over the years.  

❖ Employee D  
➢ Employee D has been working nine years at Spotify and was the key interviewee              

with the longest experience as an employee at the company. Employee D is             
currently working in a development team as a QA* engineer and possess            
theoretical knowledge of the BDD development practice.  

 
Apart from the key interviewees, additional interviews were held with two employees from             
another department at the company because the purpose of the interviews was the same. The               
employees participated in the additional interviews were one backend engineer* with a passion             
for BDD and experiences of inertia, and one release manager* at the company. The backend               
engineer has the acronym Employee E throughout the thesis.  
 
The outcome from the Initial Research together with the first round of interviews contributed to a                
better understanding of the company, its culture, and benefits seen within teams using BDD as               
their main development practice at the company. The open interviews with the key interviewees              
indicated that the best way to sample data as generically and inclusively as possible at Spotify                
would be through forms, personal interviews, chats or emails.  
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In the Tool Research sub-phase, the questionnaire in the shape of a form was created and acted                 
as the second round of interviews. The form was created with the insight gained from the                
previous Initial Research and knowledge gained in the parallel literature study phase. The form              
had the purpose to understand the general feelings of inertia towards BDD at the company. It had                 
its main audience on Android developers at the company, because the department who issued              
this thesis owns a BDD framework which is fully deployed on the Android platform. The               
audience got later extended to get more participants. It eventually included the quality spectrum              
at the company and additional BDD enthusiastic employees.  
 
It was voluntary to participate in the form. The employees who participated could decide if they                
wanted to be anonymous or if they were ok with getting contacted later on for further questions.                 
32 employees participated in the form. From the big range of answers, patterns were found               
clustering reasons for inertia, along with steps for how teams successfully can dispel it.  

2.2.2 Literature Study Phase 
The Literature Study phase acted as preparation work and was, like the Practice Study phase,               
divided in two; the Overall Research and the Research Findings. The Overall Research analyzed              
material that was not academic publications. The purpose of this sub-phase was to quickly get a                
better sense and overview of the area in which this thesis was conducted. The sources of                
information were online material such as educational videos, blog posts, articles or online guides,              
in the field of software engineering, BDD, and inertia.  
 
In the Research Findings literature of academic publications were analyzed. The literature used             
were articles and conference proceedings regarding BDD and inertia. To ensure that the literature              
qualified as valid, a requirement were that they should come from trustworthy databases.             
Literature was searched for in different databases, these were KTHB, IEEE Xplore, and             
ScienceDirect. In the progress of finding valid articles and conference proceedings the following             
keywords were used alone or in combination: Inertia, Organizational Inertia, Behavior-driven           
Development, Test-Driven Development, Development Practice, Agile, Autonomous teams, etc.         
Out of the literature found, about 10 academic publications came to be useful for this thesis                
work. The literature study opened up for the relevant rounds of interviews to be conducted and                
made it possible for a proper evaluation of the resulting tool of the thesis to be done.  

2.2.3 Creation phase 
In this phase, the analyzed outcomes from the Literature Study and Practice Study got merged               
together to generate a tentative version of the tool for managing inertia towards BDD. The third                
round of open interviews took place in this phase. The purpose of the third round of interviews                 
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was to get constructive feedback on the clustering of dimensions of inertia. It also aimed to                
collect feedback on the concept of the first draft of the assessment tool. The feedback collected is                 
described in detail in Section 5.4.1. With the feedback in mind, the tool and dimensions of inertia                 
got improved.  
 
The improved versions were used for the fourth round of interviews to collect feedback from               
employees who successfully have been using BDD at Spotify. The purpose was to understand              
how correctly the tool assessed one of their projects which was in fact successfully developed               
using BDD. Out of interest was also feedback on how trustworthy they experienced the tool and                
where they saw areas of improvement. The interview responses were interpreted, taking into             
account the participants’ BDD-background and the department in which their project was            
developed and used to improve the deliverable of this thesis further. 

2.2.4 Evaluation phase 
In the evaluation phase, the tool for managing inertia towards BDD was evaluated. It got               
evaluated both at the company with the fifth round of interviews, but also against research               
literature to evaluate the guidelines of the tool. The fifth round of interviews addressed the 20                
employees who have not used BDD as their development practice yet. The purpose was to see if                 
the tool would make them consider using BDD for an upcoming project and hence, get an                
answer to the research question of the thesis work. By evaluating the tool against literature and at                 
the company, the relevance and applicability of it were strengthened, which lead to the final               
version of the deliverable of this thesis work.  

2.3 Research Instruments 

The Research Strategy uses three levels of research instruments visualized in Figure 2.3. The              
first level was the research criteria which governed the direction and course of the research               
strategy. The second level was the exploratory and evaluative research sections. Interview            
questions for each round of interviews together with the benchmarking criteria of the literature              
study were on the third and final level.  
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Figure 2.3, Relation between levels of research instruments  

 
Figure 2.3 visualizes how the instruments proceeded from the criteria, which formed the             
exploratory and evaluative research section, and from which the interview questions and            
literature benchmarking were created.  
 
First level research instruments 
The research criteria were used as an instrument from where the other instruments expanded.              
The criteria were used as an instrument to evaluate the credibility and validity of the thesis                
deliverable. Close communication with employees was very important for both the Creation            
phase (Section 2.2.3) and the Evaluation phase (Section 2.2.4). 
 
Criteria for the interviewees participating in the different rounds of interviews were based on a               
mix between a convenience sampling method and a random sampling method. The interviewees             
were selected on their convenient accessibility within the research subject and voluntary will to              
participate in the thesis work.  
 
Interviewee criteria were: 

- At least two years of working experience at the company 
- Worked in, or in close relation to, development teams  
- At least at one occasion experienced organizational inertia  
- Some experience of BDD (theoretical or practical) 
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The interviews were conducted face-to-face, through a form, in chats, and through emails.             
Approximately 40 unique employees participated with data, stats or support in one way or              
another for this thesis work.  
 
Second level research instruments 
The criteria were either of an exploratory nature with the purpose to gain new information, or of                 
an evaluative nature with the purpose to validate collected data. The exploratory research section              
focused on collecting data through two rounds of interviews and literature research. The purpose              
was to get as much information as possible regarding the subject of this thesis to be able to create                   
a tool to answer the research question of this thesis.  
 
The evaluative research section was to provide feedback on data collected by three rounds of               
interviews and literature benchmarking. The interviewees who shared their knowledge gave new            
angles about the deliverable of the thesis, and the benchmarking made it possible to compare and                
analyze the interviewees' opinions to current literature research. The evaluative research section            
was necessary to be able to create an as universal tool as possible which contributes to research                 
and meets the company request.  
 
Third level research instruments 
The third level of research instruments consisted of five rounds of interviews, one literature              
research and literature benchmarking.  
 

● Questions Round 1 
The first round of interviews was open interviews. The purpose was to get sufficient              
feedback from employees about their views on the current state of inertia to be able to put                 
an appropriate form (Questions Round 2) together. In this round, a total of six              
interviewees participated, the four key interviewees along with two additional          
interviewees.  
 

● Literature research 
The research literature had the purpose to understand the public general causes for inertia              
in organizations from academic publications and non-academic resources. It was the           
mandatory instrument for the Literature study phase (Section 2.2.2). The database           
research gave a fundamental picture of the research question which helped in finding a              
solution. Without the research literature as an instrument, neither a relevant form            
(Interview Round 2) could be conducted nor a proper evaluation of the resulting tool              
could be done. 
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● Questions Round 2 
The second round of interviews was an online form. The purpose was to better grasp the                
general feeling of inertia towards BDD at the company. The data the form generated was               
necessary to be able to develop an appropriate tool to manage it.  
 
A predefined selection criterion was used to ensure that the form reached the right              
respondents within the company, and had a good level of interviewee credibility.            
Credibility is the quality of being reliable and trustworthy. The form was originally             
shared within the Android development organization at the company because this is the             
platform in which the company’s BDD tool was fully developed. To sample a bigger              
participation rate than what the first sharing of the form gave, a decision was made to                
re-share the form to also include the quality-organization and to give a reminder to the               
Android development organization to participate in the form. Eventually, a total of 32             
employees participated in the form.  
 
For the employees to be able to participate in the form, they had to examine what role                 
they had, in which department they work in and also their previous experiences in              
working with BDD at the company. This was because the form was not collecting data               
face-to-face and there was no way to ensure that the interviewees had sufficient             
background about the subject at hand.  
 

● Questions Round 3 
The questions for the third round of interviews were of an open nature. It had the purpose                 
to get constructive feedback on the clustering of dimensions of inertia and also feedback              
on the concept for the deliverable of the thesis. A total of five interviewees participated,               
the four key interviewees and one additional.  
 

● Literature Benchmark 
The literature benchmarking was an important instrument to understand whether the           
thesis deliverable contradicted any academic publications or not. The purpose of the            
literature benchmark was to compare the developed tool with how well it matched             
literature regarding how to manage inertia. The tool was evaluated against five literature             
findings.  
 

● Questions Round 4 
The questions for the fourth round of interviews were of a semi-structured nature. The              
purpose was to get feedback on the primary tool with the additional criteria that the               
participants should have used BDD previously at the company. A total of 11 employees              
were asked to participate. Four came with feedback considered to be of value for the               
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development of the tool. As an addition to these, two additional interviews were held to               
gain supplementary feedback on the tool.  
 

● Questions Round 5 
The fifth round of interviews focused on employees who have not yet succeeded in using               
BDD in their teams. The purpose was to evaluate the tool by investigating if they could                
consider starting using BDD with the help of the tool and to get an answer to the research                  
question of the thesis work. An introduction of BDD and presentation of the tool was               
held with 6 teams and additional employees at Spotify, and also shared via email to the                
rest of the company. Valid feedback was collected orally and via an online form. A total                
of 8 employees returned with online feedback.  
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3 Extended Background  
This chapter gives an extended background of the subject of this thesis work. Section 3.1 gives                
an introduction to and an explanation of BDD as a development practice. Section 3.2 explains               
reasons for inertia within software engineering and some guidelines to manage it. Finally,             
Section 3.3 describes the stakeholders of this thesis, the development culture, and one             
open-source BDD-tool they have developed and encourage their teams to use.  

3.1 Introduction to BDD 

BDD is a development practice focusing on trust and collaboration. It is designed to develop               
behaviors which contribute directly to the system outcomes. It has perks in encouraging multiple              
stakeholders to collaborate by having clear communication to minimize the communication gap            
and create a shared understanding of the project between technical and non-technical speakers.             
As a consequence, the development process becomes faster and the costs lower. Section 3.1.1              
explains the history of BDD, from where it originated and why. Section 3.1.2 gives an overall                
explanation of the practice per se. Section 3.1.3 states advantages and disadvantages with BDD,              
and Section 3.1.4 tells the state of the practice, where BDD is commonly used.  

3.1.1 Origin of BDD 
The practice of BDD was created to address recurring issues found in Test-Driven Development              
(TDD) (Terhorst-North, n.d.). TDD is a development practice that goes from the inside-out,             
meaning focusing on the implementation details of the small parts of a project to later build up                 
the bigger picture. BDD, on the other hand, focuses on the bigger picture first where the behavior                 
of the deliverable of the project work is valued higher than the implementation details.              
Generally, TDD was developed to find issues where the system crashes when trying to give the                
correct result, while BDD focuses on finding issues where the system does not crash but returns                
unwanted or mistaken results (Varas, 2015).  
 
TDD follows a three-step approach known as Red-green-refactor. A flowchart of the approach is              
visualized in Figure 3.1.1 The first step in Red-green-refactor is to write unit tests (tests for the                 
smallest testable component of a project) in the red state. The tests should describe the               
components and what they should do, but never more than this. The natural outcomes of the tests                 
are that they should fail because there is no production code written yet. After creating failing                
tests it is time to enter the green state where the production code is written. However, only code                  
enough for the test to pass is allowed. In the next state, the Refactor state, the production code is                   
supposed to be cleaned and improved. (Codecademy, 2019)  
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Because TDD follows the Red-green-refactor approach, it goes faster to find robust solutions to              
large software implementation problems because all components of the project will be tested in              
isolation which makes them fast to run. Another benefit of TDD is that whenever a test fails you                  
know exactly what is causing it. This is because you are having all of your code covered by tests. 

 
Figure 3.1.1, Red-green-refactor approach 

 
TDD has some disadvantages. A further problem with the unit tests is that they are specific to the                  
code they cover, which makes them hard to transfer or share between components or projects. A                
problem with the unit tests are also that whenever a change to the functionality of a project                 
happens, it naturally requires a change to the production code but it also needs a change to the                  
unit tests. This is very time consuming and requires the developers to have good knowledge of                
all components of the project. Another problem with TDD is that it is a highly technical                
methodology. It is developers who write the tests and it is developers who read them. (TDD vs                 
BDD cheat sheet, 2017)  
 
These disadvantages, along with developers not knowing where to start developing, how big             
their test should be, what to name the tests, or not having a clear path to why tests were failing                    
are some of the recurring issues BDD was developed to address (Terhorst-North, n.d.).  

3.1.2 General BDD Introduction 
The practice of BDD goes from thinking from the outside of the project, known as the discovery                 
part, to the inside, known as the automation part. BDD can be viewed as an extension to TDD                  
and focuses on understanding the behavior of the users of the project. It leads to a good                 
acceptance of the final product. BDD is primarily a conceptual approach, to practice BDD no               
particular tools or programming languages are needed (Agile Alliance, 2019).  
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The first step in the development practice is the discovery part. It is focusing on gaining a shared                  
understanding of the mission. The discovery part is where the behaviors are found and where the                
acceptance criteria are written. All criteria must be fulfilled in order for the project to have the                 
correct behavior. It is written before any development in terms of different user scenarios, and               
are describing all the behaviors of the project. A common agile method used for the discovery                
part of BDD is Example Mapping. Example Mapping aims to make the acceptance criteria              
discussions short but productive. It has the benefit of giving a team a visual representation of the                 
user scenario with the only tools of four-colored index cards and pens. A yellow card represents                
the story, a blue card represents the known acceptance criteria, a green card gives examples of                
the acceptance criteria, and a red card collects questions that no one participating in the example                
mapping can answer. By writing everything down together on cards gives instant feedback on              
the discovery and better team collaboration. (Whynne, 2016) 
 
After the behaviors have been discovered, the next step in the BDD practice is the automation                
part. It automates the acceptance criteria to verify the behavior of the system and creates               
executable specifications. There are two main types of executable specifications, which makes            
writing and maintaining easier due to the less and easily readable code. These are Gherkin and                
Markdown. Markdown specifications use an easy vocabulary with few restrictions while Gherkin            
specifications are made up of three distinct sections: 
 

1. Context - tells the starting condition: Given[some initial context] 
2. Event - tells what the user does: When[an event occurs, and action is performed] 
3. Outcomes - tells what results are expected: Then[ensure some outcomes]  

(Svensson, 2019) 
 
Two simple examples of the automation part are provided below. These are describing the same               
behavior where a user searches for an artist album in the search field of the Spotify web-player                 
experience. The expected behavior, which will make the test pass is that the album "In the dark"                 
will be one of the search results when searching for the artist “Vök”. The first example is written                  
in Gherkin and the second is written in Markdown.  
 

Gherkin: 
Given a logged-in user to open.spotify.com 

When searching for “Vök” 

Then search result contains “In the dark” 

 
Markdown: 
## Search for an artist album 

* Login to open.spotify.com 

* Search for “Vök” 

* Result contains album “In the dark” 
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When following the practice of BDD one can use the same implementation practice as TDD, the                
Red-green-refactor approach. The major difference between TDD and BDD is that the            
practitioners of BDD are driven by a guiding question with the purpose of prioritizing the order                
of the implementation. The question is:  
 

What is the next most important thing the system does not do?  
 
If the Red-green-refactor approach is used, failing test for each user scenario should be written               
first, followed by the minimum amount of production code required for the test to pass. When                
the tests pass developers are allowed to improve the code. (Terhorst-North, n.d.) 

3.1.3 The Relevance of BDD 
BDD has grown over time to embrace the wider picture of agile analysis and automated               
acceptance testing. Like everything, there are two sides to the practice of BDD. Following are               
some common benefits and disadvantages of the development practice stated.  
  
Benefits 

● BDD helps in-team communications because it ensures a common language is used            
within the team. By practicing BDD, teams get an aligned understanding of what is to be                
developed and how the code and test are related to the requirements of the final product.  

● BDD helps team-stakeholders communication because a common language is used          
between all parts. The documented requirements from the stakeholders minimize          
misunderstandings between the team and its direct stakeholders.  

● All the user scenarios taken together explain in a direct way the set of behaviors a user                 
can expect from the system. The set forms a contract of what the system is expected to                 
exhibit which can be used to minimize communication gap.  

● Practicing BDD makes transitions, code-handover, and knowledge sharing easier, among          
individuals, teams, or organizations. This is due to the documentation and structures            
BDD generates automagically.  

● The behaviors are written in plain English. This means that they can be written by the                
person who understands the customer the best and also can be read by anyone; which,               
creates a shared understanding regarding what to be developed.  

● By practicing BDD, the full team sits together to compose the user scenarios. Doing this               
enables the team to discover edge-cases and to specify how those should be dealt with. 
 

Disadvantages 
● Dan North, who first developed BDD, explains it as a sequence of interactions with              

well-defined outputs, resulting in the delivery of working, tested software that matters            
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(2009). However, a problem with BDD is that behavioral tests are not specific. If a test                
fails it is hard to quickly tell what caused it.  

● There is no standardized format for code. The automated tests can be hard to maintain               
because there is no set style for developing them; hence, the tests can vary between               
developer to developer.  

● There is a learning curve before a team who is new to BDD can be fully up to speed with                    
the development practice 

3.1.4 State of Practice  
The work in making BDD a general development practice started in 2004 when the tool JBehave                
got developed from the commonly used testing tool, JUnit (Terhorst-North, n.d.). Today there             
are several development tools available that support an easy usage of BDD. The most commonly               
used are Cucumber and JBehave. This section also introduces an interesting tool called Gauge.  
 
Cucumber is the most popular tool and has many different implementations. It is a free               
framework available to help in writing tests that are easy to use and understand by anyone                
irrespective of the technical knowledge they possess. The tool maintains both the requirement             
statement and the test condition in the same place. Examples of companies that are using BDD                
with the help of the Cucumber framework are BBC, Canon, European Commission, Sky, and              
PayPal. (Cucumber, 2019) 
 
JBehave is the first open-source BDD framework created already in 2003 (Jbehave.org, 2003). It              
is a pure Java-based implementation with IDE support, which is an application that enables users               
to more easily write and debug Java programs, like Eclipse, Netbeans, etc (Jbehave.org, 2003).              
As in comparison to Cucumber, JBehave only supports single scenarios, not a set of them               
(Jbehave.org, 2003). The development tool has been around for two decades but is still              
maintained and in use by several leading software development companies such as            
ThoughtWorks and Klarna.  
 
Gauge is a free and open-source test automation tool developed with the purpose to take the pain                 
from the automation part. It is using Markdown and works with multiple languages, e.g.              
JavaScript, C#, Java, Python and Ruby, and different IDEs. This makes it easy for adapters               
because one does not have to learn a new language to use BDD. Gauge was developed by                 
ThoughtWorks in 2018. (Gauge.org, 2019) (ThoughtWorks Launches Gauge - A Free and Open             
Source Test Automation Framework, 2018) 
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3.2 Inertia  

The term inertia comes from the physics where it describes the tendency for a body to persist in                  
its current state of motion unless there are forces acting on it. The term is also used when                  
describing resistance to change in individuals or society; however, indifference to the original             
term from the physics, it is used to describe things that stay the same when there are, in fact,                   
forces working towards change. This thesis focuses on the latter definition; inertia as resistance              
to change. (Dictionary.cambridge.org, n.d.)  
 
To explain inertia on a high level, a parable of children playing in a sandbox can be made. When                   
the children try to push and pat dry sand to any desired shape, it succumbed and fell out of shape                    
by some unseen force which naturally causes frustration. In organizations, engineers are often             
overloaded with work and learning new technologies. If someone at this moment tries to propose               
additional new technologies to learn, a natural reaction would be resistance towards it. The              
frustration from the children is a metaphor for the person with the proposals to change, and the                 
sand not holding the shape of the children's desire is a metaphor for the inertia among                
employees.  
 
On a lower level, it is essential to acknowledge the psychological matter. Humans are creatures               
of habit which is a necessary component in learning and development of skills. However, habits               
can make humans get stuck in outmoded, unproductive or self-destructive ways of reasoning and              
behaving (Zantvoort, 2015). Along with the habits comes the difficulty humans have in making              
decisions. If the outcomes of a decision are either certain or a gamble, and the decision is a                  
matter of gain, humans tend to go with certain things. However, humans prefer gambling if it is                 
about losses (Kahneman, 2011). With the habits and difficulty in making decisions in mind, it is                
easier to understand why teams, once they have accepted one practice and uses it in their                
development, have a hard time noticing its flaws, and often feel inertia towards trying out               
something new.  
 
The literature study provided some guides on how to deal with inertia. These are presented in                
Section 4.2. It is however always important to remember that dealing with it is an individual                
question and there are many reasons to why a person feel resistance to change. The feeling of                 
inertia can be due to lack of support, no clear definition of the goal, or sometimes just a little pat                    
to firm up resolve is needed.  

3.3 Spotify 

This thesis is a part of a mission issued by Spotify. To be able to grasp and manage the inertia                    
towards BDD, it is important to understand the engineering culture at the company. Spotify is a                
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company of solid agile ground and values principles higher than practices. Principles such as,              
frequent releases with a gradual rollout on all platforms, and always having a releasable master               
branch. The development teams are of an autonomous nature which makes them small and              
self-organizing with the purpose to accomplish missions given by the product strategy. How to              
accomplish the mission is completely up to the team to decide. (Spotify Training &              
Development, 2014) 
 
Spotify has grown rapidly during the last decade, from a small start-up with all development               
taking place under one roof, to different offices in 25 cities around the globe (Spotify Jobs,                
2019). The bigger the company gets, the more important it becomes to have a better structure and                 
documentation to be able to broadcast information and knowledge fast in the organization;             
however, a consequence of autonomy is that the standardization for how the teams should work               
or which development tools and practices they should use and follow are minimalized or              
non-existent. There is some standardization in place to reduce engineering friction, such as             
design guidelines and code standards, but it appears not to be enough. This is where the clear                 
project instructions and requirements of BDD come in good hands. To make it easier for the                
autonomous teams to use BDD a few in-house tools have been developed. One of them is the                 
open-source tool called Mobius which is the recommended BDD framework to use for Android              
development at the department where this thesis took place.  
 
Mobius was created at Spotify after seeing the benefits from similar frameworks like Redux, a               
state management tool primary used JavaScript frameworks, or Elm, a domain-specific           
programming language for declaratively creating web browser-based graphical user interfaces          
(Ighodaro, 2018)(Czaplicki, n.d.). Mobius is an open-source framework that defines a way to             
organize the business logic and gives a unidirectional interface between business logic and the              
view. The structure imposed by the Mobius lends itself well to the style of the test and the                  
thinking from the development practice of BDD.  
 
The recommended workflow includes writing business logic tests before implementing them and            
is divided into four steps: 

1. Model It, is where all necessary details of the behavior are specified  
2. Describe It, is the step where the behavior specification is written  
3. Plan It, derives all tasks that need to be done for the project  
4. Build It, is the final step where the production code is written 

(Måhlén, 2018)  
 
Following this workflow helped development teams at Spotify to ensure that their project had its               
requirements and behaviors set which helps with information sharing between all stakeholders of             
the project (Måhlén, 2018). 
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4. Data Collection 
This chapter describes the two first phases of the thesis work; the practice study and the literature                 
study. Section 4.1 explains how the open interviews were conducted for the first subphase of the                
practice study and the outcome from them. Section 4.2 presents outcomes of interest from the               
literature study phase regarding typical organizational dimensions of inertia and steps to dispel it.              
Section 4.3 describes the second subphase of the practice study and how the second round of                
interviews was created. Section 4.4 presents the outcome from the second round of interviews.              
Finally, Section 4.5 gives details to additional interviews used to collect data for this thesis work.  

4.1 Initial research 

The four key interviewees and one additional employee with the role of a release manager were                
chosen to be a part of the initial research. They were asked to participate because of their                 
credibility when it comes to the subject at hand and their accessibility and openness to contribute                
to this thesis work. The key interviewees are referred to with their acronyms explained in Section                
2.2.1.  
 
The open interviews were based on one on one conversations with the following questions              
leading the discussion: 

1. What advantages do you see in using BDD? 
2. What disadvantages do you see in using BDD? 
3. In your perspective, what is the reason to why BDD is not widely used at the company? 

 
Employee A  
From Employee A’s perspective, the biggest advantage of BDD was that it is helpful from the                
developer point of view. BDD comes up with a common and documented understanding of the               
work. Employee A experienced that the entire team could collaborate by providing ideas, raise              
questions, clear doubts, etc. because of the process of defining behaviors are not heavy              
tech-oriented. This takes away any sort of ambiguity over how the deliverable of the work should                
work or behave. As the interview was of an open format, Employee A also introduced a BDD                 
framework and how to practice it. It was the open-source framework developed at Spotify named               
Mobius which is briefly described in Section 3.3. 
  
Employee B and Employee C 
Employee B and Employee C have different backgrounds and experiences of the organization,             
which makes them good key interviewees for this thesis work. In the open interviews, Employee               
B and Employee C shared their impression of BDD as a good development practice that often                
results in successful projects; however, they confirmed experiences of inertia against it. The             
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reasons for inertia Employee C has seen was because the teams wanted a development practice               
where they immediately could see the progress made. Employee C explained that when the              
smallest positive outcome of a project become visual, it can easily get confused to be a sign of                  
real progress. Employee C referred this experience to the iceberg dilemma, where the iceberg is a                
metaphor for software development. An iceberg is 90% underwater, likewise is most software.             
10% of the development process is visual progress, where the rest is a process one cannot see.                 
This is not a dilemma for those who are heavily involved in programming, but others have a                 
harder time to understand it (Spolsky, 2004). This dilemma of not being able to show off fast                 
progress is one reason for inertia towards BDD according to Employee C. However, BDD would               
also be one approach for solving the dilemma. This, because BDD facilitates communication             
between stakeholders, users, and team members, it would become easier to estimate when visual              
progress would be ready to show off, and hence, ease the stress about flying visual progress.  
 
Employee D 
During the nine years at the company, Employee D had experience inertia in different areas of                
the development process. The advantages Employee D saw with using BDD were many but the               
biggest benefit is that the entire team must collaborate to reach a successful BDD level where                
one thinks about the "why” instead of the "how”. This is something that Employee D saw as                 
minimizing misunderstandings and gives a better overall user experience and quality of the             
project. The inertia Employee D experienced when trying to adapt the development practice in              
its teams was that necessary requirements were not fulfilled, which delayed the work to start in                
time. Employee D believed that team members fear the strained atmosphere appearing in the              
process of documenting the user scenarios. This because if there is some common knowledge on               
how the project should work, it can feel redundant to write down requirements instead of directly                
focus on the automation part of the development. 
 
Release Manager 
The Release Manager was not one of the key interviewees but was an important source for data                 
collection in the sense of the possessed general knowledge about teams release cycle, and              
statistics on their bug reports and crashes. The release manager held a demonstration where              
statistics and data were shown for teams who switched to BDD, and how it shortened their                
release cycle; hence, how the BDD practice used in development teams also gave positive results               
for the release. The statistics from the release manager contradicted the prejudice of BDD as a                 
practice which slows the development down. The release manager said that the idea that even if                
BDD is a practice that focuses on the value of the end product rather than straight on the quality,                   
the practice still affects the quality in the number of bugs or crashes. The release manager said                 
that a reason why is probably the pre-defined user scenarios which help developers to write               
automated tests.  
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One additional benefit that the release manager experienced with his observation of teams who              
develop using BDD, was that new developers get up to speed faster. This is likely to be an                  
outcome of the amount of project documentation and requirements the development practice            
claims and generates.  
 
The data collected from the five open interviews gave an initial assessment of the company               
climate and its general feeling about the development practice out in teams and at a manager                
level. It supplied with insights to hypothesizes for inertia towards BDD but also some ideas on                
how to manage it, which formed the starting point in solving the research question of this thesis.                 
From the data collected from the open interviews and guidance from the key interviewees, a               
form was chosen to be the primary source of data collection.  

4.2 Proceedings from the Literature Study phase 

All organizations are different and each situation warrants its own approach to managing inertia.              
Some observations distinguished in literature were that choices are based on their utilities, risks              
are disliked, losses affect people about twice as much as gains, and habits are difficult to change.                 
These observations helped in creating a better initial understanding of why inertia towards new              
practices exists. When teams accepted a theory or a practice and use it as a tool in their thinking,                   
it became a habit which is extraordinarily difficult to change or even to notice its flaws.                
(Kahneman, 2011)(Basu, 2018)  
 
The literature study generated the following five general principles for how to dispel inertia              
towards new practices: 

1. Individual goals: Having a good team atmosphere with the support of all team members              
makes it easier to change the development process. By seeing the individual employee,             
finding out what is motivating them, and to set up individual goals based on their               
personal strength is helpful to understand and dispel inertia on an individual level.  
  

2. Realistic plan and objectives: While individual goals refer to the individual employee,            
realistic plan and objectives refer to the team or the organization. With specific,             
measurable, relevant, and time-bounded plans and objectives for all levels and areas of             
work where the earliest achievements are stated, comes motivation. Finding motivation           
especially for the team members who doubt a new development practice can help in              
dispelling their inertia. Realistic plans and objectives also help to minimize the iceberg             
effect on an organizational level. 
 

3. Key influencers: Along with having a realistic plan and objectives, it becomes an even              
heavier argument if there exists a person who can show a new development practice by               
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example and in that way convince others. This can be accomplished by having a strong               
alliance with the typical go-to people in a team or within an organization. Having              
employees who have the ability to sway others on their path, are important to provide               
credibility, support, and the influence needed to dispel inertia.  

 
4. Transparency: It is relevant to make the cost of a project failure visible. People are               

creatures of habit who dislike taking risks and base their choices on the utility. If the                
outcomes of a project are presented as gains and losses, people tend to gamble when it is                 
about losses but goes for the sure thing when it is about the win. To gain acceptance of                  
introducing a new practice in a team, and hence thwart the existing inertia, it is just as                 
important to be transparent and understand the negative effects, the losses, of the practice              
as positive ones, the wins. In this way makes it easier for a team to take the risk of                   
introducing a new practice.  
 

5. Celebrate success: To show appreciation to the work an individual, a team, or an              
organization has done may be the most important guidance in how to manage inertia              
against new practices. By presenting and celebrating others’ successful work          
accomplished using the development practice influences the rest of the organization by            
showing what is possible to achieve and encourage others to work in a similar fashion.               
The celebration is especially of value for the team who took the risk in introducing BDD                
as a new development practice, as feedback that the new practice they used actually              
worked and took them places.  

(Basu, 2018) (Kahneman, 2011) (Karlsson and Larsson, n.d) (Schenkelberg, n.d.)  

4.3 Creation of the form  

This chapter describes the Tool Research sub-phase and how the creation of the form for the                
second round of interviews took place. From the data collected in the first round of interviews a                 
decision was made not to share the form with everyone working in the technology department.               
The reason was that the audience of the form would be too large, and there is the tendency where                   
fewer employees will take the time to participate if they do not feel like the form is directed                  
directly to them. For this reason, the form was first shared with a smaller group to later include                  
additional groups, as described in Section 2.3. The initial interviews and literature study formed              
the basis for the questions for the form. The form aimed to perform a check-in with employees to                  
gain a better understanding of the general feelings of inertia towards BDD at the company. The                
questions for the form was created with three different alternatives in mind; one who had used                
BDD, one who had not used BDD, and one who did not know what BDD was. A flow chart of                    
the form can be seen in Figure 4.3. The entire form is attached in Appendix C.  
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Figure 4.3, The form for the second round of interviews 

 
Figure 4.3 shows how the different questions the participants of the form got depending on if                
they used BDD previously or not. The three alternatives Yes (1), No or We have evaluated it but                  
are not using it (2), and I don't know what BDD is (3), were interesting for the thesis work in                    
different ways: 
 

1. Yes - An employee who has been a part of a team that had developed a project with the                   
practice of BDD, possess knowledge of possible ways of solving inertia towards BDD.             
The employee’s team managed to dispel inertia, or they did not have inertia in their team                
at all. Both scenarios are interesting for understanding what requirements are necessary            
for a team to be able to successfully develop a project with the development practice. The                
questions for this alternative were conducted with the purpose to find steps on how to               
manage or reduce inertia against BDD and to better understand which projects work well              
and which does not.  
 

2. No - Employees who know what BDD is but have never used it were of interest for this                  
thesis work because they are more likely to have inertia towards the development             
practice. The questions for this alternative were to understand what the employee saw as              
benefits and disadvantages of using the practice, but also what their general feeling of it               
was. All questions were conducted in an open way, with no right or wrong answers. This                
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to be as explorative for any outcome as possible and to better understand what may cause                
inertia.  
 

3. Do not know about the practice - The questions for the third alternative was to grasp                
how well known BDD as a development practice was at the company. This alternative              
was added to make everyone feel included in participating in the form, no matter their               
expertise or knowledge.  

4.4 Form responses 

This section describes the outcome of the second round of interviews. 4.4.1 gives a short               
background to the employees who participated. A summary of what the employees who had              
never used BDD in their teams at Spotify said about the development practice is presented in                
Section 4.4.1. Section 4.4.2 summarizes opinions from the participants who had used the practice              
before. Finally, in Section 4.4.3 gives an analysis of the responses and validation of the               
interviewees’ credibility.  

4.4.1 About the participants 
The total amount of employees who ended up participating in the form was 32. The first section                 
of the form was to get information about the participants, such as email-addresses and work roles                
at Spotify. All of them will be kept anonymous throughout the thesis, but yet agreed to be                 
contacted for additional questions if that would be required. A chart of the different roles the                
participants have is presented in Figure 4.4.1a. Since the form aimed towards mobile Android              
development, this is also the role the majority of the participants had.  
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Figure 4.4.1a, Participants’ role distribution 

 
Figure 4.4.1a shows the division of roles the participants had. After getting basic information, the               
BDD specific question was whether the participants have used the development practice at             
Spotify before. A doughnut chart of the responses is shown in Figure 4.4.1b.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.4.1b, Participants’ BDD experience 
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Figure 4.4.1b shows the answers to the first leading question of the form. It gives a visualization                 
of the BDD experience the participants had. 12 of the participants said that they had used BDD                 
in their teams at Spotify at least once before. 11 participants said that they had never used it, and                   
another eight said that they had never used it but were evaluating using it in their teams. One                  
participant did not know about the development practice. 

4.4.2 Responses from non-BDD users  
The next section of the form was aimed for the participants who said that they are not using BDD                   
as their development practice. 19 participants continued to this section and their general attitude              
towards BBD was mixed. The participants who had a more negative attitude towards the practice               
turned out not to have enough knowledge about it or thought it had a confusing setup. Some said                  
that it is hard to tell if BDD was just another buzzword or if it, in fact, could be useful. Others                     
had a more positive attitude towards it and considered it to be a practice that could help their                  
team in finding corner cases* and that BDD could help in splitting up the work. One senior                 
engineer who had never used BDD, confirmed the inertia that exists at the company towards the                
practice with the quoted answer to the question What is your general feeling about BDD?: 

"BDD is an interesting approach, but adopting it requires a significant amount of             
mindset changes, so many teams don't even consider it for that reason."  
 
The participants were asked about their preconceptions of what they saw as advantages and              
disadvantages of using BDD. Some answered that they did not have enough knowledge about the               
development practice to answer, others said that the advantages were that BDD promoted a              
strong team communication, helped in developing complex systems, lead to more readable and             
valuable tests, and eliminated surprises late in the development. What the participants who never              
used BDD before saw as disadvantages were important for this thesis work because these              
preconceptions can be seen as direct causes for the inertia. The most popular disadvantage              
assumption was the learning curve and that the practice is complex, inflexible and iffy. Other               
disadvantages were that it adds overhead to the development cycle for the process since BDD               
requires time to develop a using habit. Another preconception was that BDD slows down the               
development. The concern that others might misunderstand the development practice to be a             
silver bullet for quality was defined in the form replies as a disadvantage of BDD: 

"BDD seems to be frequently considered a good basis for an automated test framework,              
with emphasis on linking tests back to BDD stories. This has actually had a very detrimental                
effect on large parts of the Testing industry, as people have prioritized this over actual               
improvements."  
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4.4.3 Responses from BDD users 
The participants who previously had used BDD at the company got questions with the purpose to                
understand how they managed inertia towards the development practice. Reasons, why BDD was             
used in their team, were to get a more accurate way of working, better team communication, a                 
way to manage unclear or complex states, and some tried it out after participating in a workshop                 
regarding BDD. The time it took from the first thought of replacing their current development               
method with BDD were distributed between the same day it was brought up to six months. The                 
question What were the successful steps that enabled you to work with BDD? were interesting               
since the responses would help in giving examples of how the inertia towards the practice could                
get reduced. What the participants thought was most important was to have a shared              
understanding of the problem between everyone involved in the work. Examples on how this              
was achieved were through a project plan, graphics illustrating the various states of the work eg.                
flowchart, through a workshop held by a person with a solid BDD experience, or guided by the                 
selected BDD tool. One participant described their successful steps like this :  

"1) having all team together doing the exercise, combining each other's expertise. 2)             
having a Product/Design people there to help answer questions about feature functionality. 3)             
having a QA person there to help the team reveal edge cases. 4) using defined requirements to                 
write integration/e2e* tests." 

 
The participants were next asked if there was something that did not go as expected with using                 
BDD. Once again, their responses were scattered but two main problems were found. The most               
common was problems with the tooling. Where the tool they had chosen did not match their                
team expertise, with unknown dependencies, a confusing setup, or required unexpected           
refactoring. The other general problem was challenges in the communication between           
technology- and product specified employees. Two examples experienced at Spotify picturing           
communication challenges between employees specified in different fields: 
 

1. A product owner got concerned that the learning curve of BDD was too slow. It               
deprioritized its team to learn and use BDD and instead focusing on other tasks with               
higher priority.  

2. The development team got concerned that the product owners would leave a too big part               
of the implementation part for the team to decide on their own. The concern was that it                 
would cause confusion on what to develop and include in the tests and that it would take                 
too much time to find solutions to the confusion.  
 

The first example describes inertia against BDD from product specified employees and the             
second inertia from technology specified employees. 
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The final questions for the practitioners who had used the development practice, where if they               
found it faster and/or easier to develop and maintain code using BDD. This question was asked                
because speed and quality are important characteristics for a practice to work well in an               
ever-changing environment. The responses can be seen in the chart in Figure 4.4.3. 
 

 
Figure 4.4.3, Form responses 

 
Figure 4.4.3 shows the responses to if the participants who had used BDD at the company                
thought of it as being a practice that would make the development and maintenance of code                
easier and/or faster. Finally, the participants were asked about what they saw as advantages and               
disadvantages of BDD. The biggest advantage of using BDD was that it uses a common               
language that everyone, no matter technical background, can understand. This was said to             
improve the collaboration in the team and reduces the misunderstandings. Another advantage            
was the team discussions and the structured way of reasoning regarding the expected behavior of               
the work. This was mentioned as a way to catch corner cases which minimizes risks of                
introducing bugs and creates a higher test automation rate with a quality-oriented mindset. That              
the requirements of the project work are always kept maintained is another advantage which can               
solve team confusions or guide new joiners.  
 
The disadvantages the participants saw were few. Mentioned apart from the learning curve of              
BDD, was that a disadvantage was that there are too many forms a test can be written in, which                   
can cause confusion when code change owners. All aspects of disadvantages collected from the              
participants of the form are explained in Section 4.4.4. The disadvantages were important for this               
thesis work as they formed the solid ground for the existing inertia towards BDD.  

4.4.4 Analyzing Responses and Result credibility 
The collected disadvantages were important for understanding the problem of this thesis work,             
along with how the advantages and the steps for overcoming inertia were important for finding a                
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solution to the research question. Figure 4.4.4 gives an overview of the disadvantages collected              
from the form.  

  
Figure 4.4.4, Responses for inertia towards BDD 

 
Figure 4.4.4 shows all collected disadvantages of using BDD, which directly can be seen as               
potential reasons for inertia towards the development practice. Interesting from the responses            
was the paradox that quality is not being prioritized when using BDD, while others saw it as a                  
practice that could help them achieve higher test coverage. To decrease these contradictions the              
knowledge of the development practice should improve on a theoretical and practical level for              
teams who want to use it. Another interesting outcome was the importance of good              
communication between all parts of a project work. If one of the parts, the technology specified                
employees, the product specified employees or stakeholders does not cooperative with the BDD             
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practice, it becomes hard to keep up a necessary and sufficient knowledge sharing. Insufficient              
communication and collaboration add unnecessary overhead to the process.  
 
The advantages and disadvantages together with the steps for overcoming inertia were clustered             
in five distinct dimensions. These were (1) Knowledge, (2) Nature, (3) Expectations, (4)             
Documentations, and (5) Tools. The final clustering is presented in Section 5.4. 

 4.5 Additional interview 

As an addition to the form responses, an additional interview was held. This was to gain stronger                 
credibility and validation of the discovered causes for inertia existing at the company and also to                
find additional ways to manage it. The interview was made with Employee E who has a big                 
passion for BDD as a development practice with several years of experience regarding dispelling              
inertia at Spotify but also at other companies. At Spotify, Employee E is focusing on developing                
BDD frameworks as a way to help the communication and knowledge sharing between             
developers and not between developers and stakeholders. This is because Employee E sees a              
problem with the declarative style of BDD because it leaves too much for the developer to drive                 
by themselves. To ease this reason for inertia, Employee E prefers having an imperative style of                
the user scenarios where a reader can follow them step-by-step.  
 
An important aspect that a team should consider before trying to apply the development practice               
is what nature the work has. Employee E believes that BDD works best for developing new                
features and not for rewriting existing code. From Employee C's experience, it will be hard, very                
boring, and generate bugs because time will be spent on trying to untangle the code into smaller                 
behaviors to prevent it to mess with the infrastructure of the chosen BDD tool.  
 
The inertia towards BDD that Employee E has seen at different companies, comes from              
employees who do not know enough about the practice and often tend to question the benefits of                 
using it. Employee E agrees with the disadvantages collected from the form about BDD's              
learning curve, but explained it with Figure 4.5 and the words: 

"The learning curve for developing features in BDD is slower in the beginning compared              
to a practice where you do not write behaviors/tests first, but after some time it evens up and it                   
becomes faster to develop using BDD. This is mainly because several parts of the development in                
BDD is general and hence, can be reused. On top of that, if you use a framework that is actively                    
used among the company you can skip the biggest bump in the learning curve since you do not                  
have to write the fundamental parts." 
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Figure 4.5, Learning curves comparison 

 

Figure 4.5 illustrates Employee E's perspective on how BDD development turns out to be faster               
than regular development over time. Regarding the argument that BDD will make development             
slow, Employee E explained that teams can decide if they want to have a cost now, and then                  
choose BDD, or if they want to save the cost for the future and go with a typical code-first                   
approach.  
 
Finally, Employee E shared important parameters encountered in managing inertia. From the            
interview with Employee C, the following steps for managing inertia was collected: 

- Have an employee who knows BDD well to embed with the team new to the practice,                
and let the embedding employee show by example during the first weeks 

- Make sure that everyone in the team agrees to follow the BDD practice 
- Set up clear and realistic expectations of what specific advantages the practice can give              

the team, but also potential disadvantages 
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5. Creation and Evaluation 
The deliverable of the work is an assessment tool for development practice readiness inspired by               
a preliminary report generated for Spotify using a ThoughtWorks self-assessment tool. Figure 5             
visualizes the thesis way of working towards the final version of the assessment tool.  
 

 
Figure 5, Thesis workflow 

 
This chapter explains the area in Figure 5 that is not faded: the final exploratory work and the                  
evaluative work happening after the second round of interviews. From the "5D" to the last               
improvement of the tool, visualized in Figure 5. Section 5.1 gives an introduction to the               
inspiration for the assessment tool. Section 5.2 introduces the five dimensions of inertia             
discovered during the thesis work and gives a description with examples. Section 5.3 describes              
how the first draft of the tool was created. Section 5.4 presents the third round of interviews                 
which was used to get constructive feedback on the clustering of dimensions and feedback on the                
concept of the tool. Section 5.5 explains how the results of the literature study phase were used                 
to evaluate the tool. Section 5.6 specifies the outcome from the fourth round of interviews which                
aimed to analyze the result from employees testing the tool out. Finally, Section 5.7 explains               
how the collected feedback was used to improve the tool. 
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5.1 Inspiration for the tool 

ThoughtWorks self-assessment tool had been used with successful results previously at Spotify            
according to key interviewee Employee C. Because of this, it was considered a trustworthy              
inspiration for this thesis work as it aims and values agile autonomous teams. ThoughtWorks              
self-assessment tool aimed to help teams determine the extent of building and releasing software              
to which they apply. To cover the agile software delivery process, ThoughtWorks had developed              
6 distinct dimensions of aspects. Each dimension had a set of assessment questions and based on                
the responses, both an overall- and dimension specific agile status could be calculated.             
(ThoughtWorks Studios, 2013). 

5.2 Five dimensions of inertia  

The collected data from the first two rounds of interviews and the literature study showed some                
patterns. The reasons for inertia and the steps on how to overcome it was clustered into five                 
different dimensions. These dimensions got the name 5D and had the purpose to cover all aspects                
of inertia towards BDD. The 5D are explained and described with examples in Figure 5.2a. 
 

Dimension  Description  Examples 

Knowledge  What is the general 
knowledge the team has 
about BDD? 

Good exposure of BDD vs. Never used BDD 
Theoretical knowledge vs. No theoretical knowledge 
Practical experience vs. No practical experience 

Nature 
 

What is the nature of the 
work? 

Ephemeral  vs. Permanent 
Experimental vs. Core 

Expectations  Are the individual 
expectations of BDD 
realistic? 

Unknown or unrealistic advantages/disadvantages 
vs. Investigated and consistent 
advantages/disadvantages 

Documentations  Are the specific deliverables 
and requirements 
documented?  

Known vs. Unknown  
Updated  vs. Outdated  

Tools  Has the team decided on 
what BDD tools to use?  

Unfamiliar tools vs. already integrated tools 

Figure 5.2a, The 5D 
 

Figure 5.2a presents the five different dimensions of inertia towards BDD. The Description             
column has a leading question which each dimension want to explore and the Examples column               
are examples of specific states a work can have. Examples and requirements are important to               
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reduce misunderstandings. From the 5D, the first two rounds of interviews and the literature              
study, a requirement sheet was created. It is presented in Figure 5.2b and aims to immediately                
give information regarding what is required for the different levels of BDD compatibility. These              
levels are poor, average, and good compatibility.  
 

5D   Poor compatibility  Average compatibility  Good compatibility 

Knowledge 
What is the general 
knowledge the 
team has about 
BDD? 

The majority of the team 
lacks theoretical knowledge 
of BDD 

 
No one in the team has 
practical experience with 
BDD  
 

The majority of the team has 
a good theoretical 
understanding of BDD 

 
No one in the team has 
practical experiences with 
BDD  

All team members have a 
good theoretical 
understanding of BDD.  

 
Some members have practical, 
successful experience with 
developing using BDD and can 
guide the rest  

Nature 
What is the nature 
of the work? 

Project is experimental and 
the team is not confident 
using BDD 

 
The project is ephemeral 
with a very short lifespan 

Project is an experimental 
feature work 

 
The lifespan of the project is 
uncertain 

The project is a permanent 
feature/core work 

 
The project is expected to last 
longer than one year 

Expectations 
Are the individual 
expectations of 
BDD realistic?  

Unknown project-specific 
benefits of following BDD 
 

Project-specific benefits are 
known by a minority of the 
team members 

 
The benefits are inconsistent 
with general outcomes of 
BDD 

Project-specific benefits are 
well known by all team 
members 

 
The benefits are consistent 
with general outcomes of BDD 

Documentation 
Are the specific 
deliverables and 
requirements 
documented? 
 
 
 

Project requirements are 
not documented  

 
Requirements are not 
aligned with everyone in the 
team  

 
Project deliverables are not 
set 

Project requirements are 
documented but not 
up-to-date 

 
Requirements are not 
aligned with everyone in the 
team 

 
Deliverables of the project 
are uncertain 

Project requirements are 
documented and updated

 
Requirements are aligned with 
everyone in the team 

 
Deliverables of the project are 
clear to everyone 

Tools 
Has the team 
decided on what 
BDD tools to use?  

The team does not know 
which discovery and 
automation tools to use  

 
Only a minority of the team 
has theoretical knowledge 
or practical experience with 
the tools 

 
External dependencies are 
unknown 

The majority of the team has 
theoretical knowledge or 
practical experience with the 
discovery and automation 
tools  

 
Unknown external 
dependencies 
 

The majority of the team has 
theoretical knowledge and 
practical experience with the 
discovery and automation 
tools  

 
Known external dependencies 

Figure 5.2b, Requirement sheet 
 

Figure 5.2b presents the requirement sheet and examples of what is required for different levels               
of BDD compatibility. The requirement sheet got developed through theoretical knowledge from            
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literature and research, together with analyses of the replies to the form in the second interview                
and experiences gained from participating in discussions happening at the company. The sheet is              
to be seen at a larger scale in Appendix B. The 5D and the Requirement sheet was evaluated to                   
minimize the likelihood of misinterpretation, Section 5.4.  

5.3 First draft of the tool 

The tool is intended to help teams starting a project to assess how well BDD would fit their                  
context. The tool is not intended to force the development practice on someone, just to act as an                  
assessing aid and give insight. The first draft of the tool was assessment questions with the                
answer alternatives in a separate sheet. It had the purpose to examine if the assessment questions                
and the answer alternatives were interpreting the reality. The 5D has weighted questions based              
on their importance to BDD. Each dimension sums up to 100%. The higher percentage an               
assessment question has, the higher is its importance for BDD compatibility. The assessment             
questions were formulated with the purpose to cover as many of the discovered reasons for               
inertia as possible, but also to include areas of what seemed to have worked well for the teams                  
who had used BDD previously. The assessment questions aim to help teams understand their              
current level of inertia towards BDD and understand if their feeling is reasonable or not.  
 
The answer alternatives evolved from the requirement sheet and aim to be as inclusive as               
possible to cover as many different work setups as possible. Each alternative is mapped to a                
number from zero to five, representing compatibility from poor to good. The distinct questions              
for each dimension and the weighting are presented in Appendix C.  
 
Based on the answer alternatives selected, the tool generates a result illustrating the team’s BDD               
compatibility in two charts. One represents the general BDD compatibility, the average value             
from all 5D. The other represents the specific BDD compatibility for the distinct dimensions.              
How the charts are generated and interpreted are explained in detail in Section 6.4.  

5.4 Feedback on the tool 

The clustering of the 5D, the requirement sheet, the assessment questions, and the answer              
alternatives, were evaluated in the third round of interviews. The third round of interviews was               
held with the four key interviewees and Employee E. Two of the key interviewees came with                
valuable direct feedback. Employee A asked for the assessment questions to be less specific.              
Employee A also helped in verifying the BDD importance of the weighting of the questions.               
Employee C came with feedback to merge the assessment questions together with the answer              
alternative sheet. This was for the user to get a better overview and an easier usage of the tool.                   
Employee C further pinpointed that the tool is a great first step toward dispelling inertia towards                
BDD, but believes that it should be followed up by discussions or act as an introduction for a                  
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team workshop or used in a kickoff of new projects. This because each team is different. Having                 
static answer alternatives are not for everyone, no matter how inclusive the alternatives ever will               
be. 
 
The Employee E gave feedback on the weighting and mapping of the assessment questions and               
answer alternatives, especially on the Nature dimension: 

"if a team is well vested in BDD and has a lot of tooling, then even an experimental work                   
will go faster by far" 

 
This quote was used to improve how the weighting of how the Nature dimension was calculated.                
It became dependent on previous responses from two other dimensions, the Tool dimension, and              
the Knowledge dimension. 

5.5 Literature Benchmark 

Aside from evaluating and improving the tool based on feedback from the third round of               
interviews, it also got evaluated against the literature study. To investigate if the requirement              
sheet of the 5D, the assessment questions, or the answer alternatives contradicted any academic              
publications the literature findings were used. The Literature benchmark was also used to find              
recommended next steps in how teams can improve their BDD compatibility which was             
presented along with the resulting charts after the assessment. Although dispelling inertia            
towards BDD does not have sufficient support from literature research, there are guides for how               
to deal with organizational inertia in general. The literature benchmark used the five principles              
presented in Section 4.2 to check if the thesis deliverable included them in a sufficient way. The                 
outcome was that the first principle (1) Individual goals got covered in the Expectations-,              
Document-, and Tools dimension. The second principle, (2) Realistic plan and objectives were             
covered in all dimensions except Nature. The third principle, (3) Key influencers were included              
in the Knowledge- and Expectations dimension. Furthermore, the fourth principle, (4)           
Transparency was included in the Expectations- and Documentation dimension. The fifth and            
last principle, (5) Celebrate success, was not covered by the self-assessment question but got              
included in the tool's recommendations for next steps. 

5.6 Evaluation against BDD projects 

The fourth round of interviews was to create a better validation and understanding of the               
opinions regarding the self-assessment tool, and to better understand if it is successful or not, the                
employees who participated in the form and had successful experiences of using BDD, together              
with additional employees were asked to test the tool with one of their BDD work contexts. 
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Eleven employees who said that they had been using BDD in the second round of interviews of                 
this thesis, were asked to give feedback on the tool. They were asked to test the tool with their                   
successful BDD work in mind. If the tool generated a resulting value of less than three, this                 
should be an indicator that the tool needs to be improved. Furthermore, if the value is higher than                  
three, the tool can be assumed to represent the reality in an accurate way. Four employees                
replied, all of which got a general BDD compatibility value of 3,3 or higher and gave the                 
feedback that the assessment was accurate. Employee D was one of the participants. Employee D               
tested the tool with three different projects in mind. First, with a project where BDD ideally                
would be a good development practice. Secondly, a project where the development practice was              
assumed to have poor compatibility. Finally, with the project Employee D's team was currently              
working at. The first two projects got the expected result of a good BDD compatibility and a                 
poor BDD compatibility. The results from assessing the current project took Employee D by              
surprise. The dimension which surprise the most was Expectations. Employee D expected the             
result to give a high result on this dimension but it was just above the limit for poor                  
compatibility. The result for expectations had a value of 2,2, but the general BDD compatibility               
was higher with a value of 3,7. Furthermore, Employee D was pleased to better understand               
which dimension the team should investigate before eventually starting to use BDD as a              
development practice.  
 
One additional employee came with feedback for the Nature dimension. That is was more              
accurate for teams working with developing pure features than for teams working with             
infrastructure. The employee was developing infrastructure tools that only do one thing; hence,             
contains fewer behaviors to keep in mind than what developing new features does. Feedback              
aimed at the Expectations-dimension was that the different alternatives for answers made the tool              
feel conservative. This because only one alternative could get chosen, and sometimes multiple             
answers fit the expectations of a situation. The employee wished to be able to have an open                 
format for the answer alternatives. This feedback will be discussed in Section 8.2 as it is                
considered to be future work; however, to meet the employee halfway, the assessment questions              
got rephrased to be more inclusive.  
 
As an addition to the key interviewees, additional interviews were held with BDD pioneers at               
Spotify. One is working as an engineering manager. The other is working as a consultant and                
frequently runs workshops at Spotify promoting BDD. The consultant will have the acronym             
Employee F throughout the rest of this thesis work.  
 
The engineering manager tried the tool on one of their projects and said the result was about                 
right, however, wished to see more power in the Expectation dimension. The engineering             
manager continued explaining that team motivation is a big driver for a team to adopt or drop                 
something. If a team can figure out the reasons they are picking BDD, they are more likely to                  
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follow the practice all the way. The engineering manager gave an important aspect of future               
work of something that is worth looking into, namely how to use BDD for discovering work.                
This is of importance since many of the product ideas Spotify develop are novel and hence, this                 
area requires extra attention. The engineering manager confirmed what Employee E said in             
Section 4.5, about how BDD is slow in the beginning. The following citation is about a teams                 
visualization on BDD as a developing practice. It is collected from an interview with the               
engineering manager, where the term it refers to the development practice of BDD. 

“I think that if they believe it’s going to slow them down, it’s actually a plus side! Since it                   
will slow people down, before it speeds it up”  
 
Employee F has been working with BDD at previous companies. Employee F tried the tool with                
a project from a different company where the workers were located at seven different locations.               
Employee F said that the reason the project worked so well was that they used BDD as their                  
development practice, which made communications more open and easier to follow. At the time,              
JBehave was the only BDD tool available, which is what they used for the automation part. No                 
specific tool was used for the discovery part. The development team had weekly meetings with               
the stakeholders where they demoed what they had developed which often lead to that the               
requirement changed. Because of this, Employee F came with feedback on the documentation             
dimension of the tool. Employee F did not think that it is necessary to have all the requirements                  
set before the production work starts. What Employee F thought of as most important is the                
automation part and suggested to add a question to the Tooling dimension regarding if the team                
has decided on how they will automate their tests. Why the automation part is of high importance                 
is that for a BDD flow to work well it is necessary to write tests that are easily understood for all                     
interested in the work no matter the technical background. It is especially important that the tests                
are written in such a way so that the stakeholders can verify that the work is tested in the correct                    
way. 
 
Regarding the expectations dimension, Employee F said that BDD can make, and usually does,              
the quality better, but the biggest expectation a team should have on the practice is that it will                  
help in communication within a team. Where the term ‘team’ not only refers to a typical agile                 
team of developers, designers, testers, and product owners. The term refers to everyone who              
needs to be involved to write good behaviors, this can as additional to the agile team be the users                   
and customers of the project. Employee F said that the entire team is not required to participate                 
during the behavioral decisions, but everyone should know what the deliverables of the work              
should be. This feedback was used to improve the questions for the Documentation dimension.  
 
Additional feedback Employee F had on the tool was to be less strict when answering the                
questions or to have more alternatives. Employee F got the impression that the tool was trying to                 
lead the user somewhere and wished to see that dimension at the end of the assessment sheet.                 
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Feedback was also to add strength to how teams will collaborate and communicate when              
working with BDD. This is the most important deliverables of working with BDD as the               
development practice according to Employee F. If the team knows that another team or person at                
the company has a successful BDD project on board, it should be evaluated whether the team can                 
get this person to embed with them for a while or be used as an influencer. Finally, Employee F                   
said that the most important aspect of the tool is the Next Steps because this gives insight into                  
how a team can improve.  

5.7 Approaches to Improvement 

From the evaluation of the tool, Section 5.4, different improvements ideas evolved. Presented are              
eight approaches used to improve the preliminary version of the tool:  

1. The assessment questions got improved to be more precise but still inclusive. 
2. The requirement sheet which visualizes the different levels of inertia got upgraded to also              

include a short introduction describing each dimension. 
3. The assessment questions got merged with the answer sheet.  
4. Based on the feedback on how well the nature of work matches BDD depends on the                

team's knowledge of the development practice. The weighting of the answer alternatives            
in the Nature dimension got dependent on answers from other dimensions. 

5. The literature study showed the importance of celebrating success, which got added to the              
final section of the tool. 

6. The questions in the Expectation dimension got changed to be less leading and more              
generic.  

7. The five original questions in the Documents dimension got merged into two. 
8. The original two questions in the Knowledge dimension got split to three, where the              

focus is on theoretical and practical knowledge.  
 
Applying the approaches resulted in the preliminary final version of the assessment tool for              
dispelling inertia towards BDD. Additional feedback received are discussed as potential future            
work in chapter 8. 
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6. The Assessment tool 
This chapter presents the deliverable of this thesis, the assessment tool for dispelling inertia              
towards BDD. Section 6.1 presents the objective of the tool. Section 6.2 explains in what context                
the tool can be used and how to use it. Section 6.3 describes how the results can be analyzed, and                    
Section 6.4 presents the next steps towards a stronger BDD compatibility for the 5D. Finally,               
Section 6.5 gives examples of how the tool was programmed.  

6.1 Objective 

The tool is intended to help people starting a project to assess how well BDD would fit their                  
context. It evaluates potential inertia in different dimensions, and as well as attempting to give an                
overall guide to readiness also give some recommendations where gaps can be identified. The              
tool is not about trying to force the development practice on someone. A team will always have                 
the freedom to decide what their next move will be after the assessment. A print screen of the                  
final version of the assessment tool for BDD development practice readiness is presented in              
Appendix D. 

The following materials are consolidated in the tool: 

1. Requirement sheet - describes what is required for different levels of BDD compatibility  
2. Assessment questions - weighted questions evolved from the requirement sheet 
3. Answer alternatives - mapped to different levels of BDD compatibility 
4. Weighting - how the questions and alternatives were weighted and mapped 
5. Radar chart -  reflects BDD compatibility for distinct dimensions 
6. Bar chart  - visualizes average BDD compatibility 
7. Next steps - steps on how BDD compatibility can be improved 

The assessment tool is available in the introduction document accessible from the following link:              
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZIULrLp5h0zruae6IeU3Mg6nV3wUv9Uep87CZYUIgg8/
edit?usp=sharing (Petäjävaara, 2019). 

6.2 Tool usage  

To get the most reliable results from the tool it should be used together with continuous dialogs                 
with the team. It can be used on its own for teams to do a self-check-in before deciding on a                    
development practice to use. However, having static answer alternatives is not for everyone so              
the assessment questions and the requirement sheet can be used as discussion materials for e.g.               
workshops, which leave more room for open discussions rather than using static answer             
alternatives. One way of using the tool is to follow the following three steps:  
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1. With the upcoming work in mind create a clean copy of the assessment tool. Figure 6.2                
pictures the procedure.  

a. Press 'duplicate’ in the dropdown menu for the Original Sheet in the tab bar 
b. Rename the copy so the user knows which one is the users 

 

 
Figure 6.2, Steps to create a copy of the tool 

 
2. Answer the assessment questions by selecting the most accurate alternative in the            

drop-down of the question.  
a. The respondents should try to answer as genuinely as possible. If the exact answer              

is unknown, or if none of the alternatives suits the context - choose the alternative               
which is closest to the desired alternative 
 

3. Check the generated results. The two charts visualize the current BDD compatibility, and             
the recommended Next steps present ideas on how to achieve even better compatibility.             
The charts are further explained in Section 6.4, and the recommended next steps are              
presented in Section 6.5.  

6.3 Reading the Results  

There are two charts available in the assessment tool, the Radar Chart, and the Bar Chart. Both                 
are displayed in Figure 6.3. The Radar Chart shows the dimension-specific BDD compatibility.             
The further away from the center, the better compatibility the context has with BDD. Each               
dimension's value is calculated depending on the weighting of the assessment questions and how              
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the answer alternatives were mapped to the distinct levels of BDD compatibility. The bar chart               
visualizes the average BDD compatibility for the work context. It takes the average of the values                
of the five dimensions and illustrates this in the bar chart. The compatibility value is reflecting                
on different levels of compatibility and was analyzed as follows: 
 

● 0 < Poor ≤ 2  
● 2 < Average ≤ 4  
● 4 < Good ≤ 5 

 

 
Figure 6.3, Assessment visualisation charts  

 
Figure 6.3 shows a print screen of the charts available in the tool. If the general BDD                 
compatibility results in a value between 0 and 2 it is considered to be a poor match and for the                    
team not to waste any time, it might be better to go for another development practice than BDD,                  
than to spend time improving the dimensions. If the general compatibility generates a value              
between 2 and four it is considered to be an average match. The recommended approach is to                 
improve the lacking dimensions-specific compatibility, to later use BDD as the development            
practice. If the general BDD compatibility value is between 4 and 5 it is considered to be good                  
compatibility, which means that no specific improvements are needed for the team to             
successfully go on with using BDD as their development practice.  
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6.4 Next Steps  

First of all, evaluate if the inertia is justified or not. Meaning, if a team ends up with the majority                    
of the dimensions in the Poor level or gets a compatibility value below 2, it is suggested to                  
consider another development practice than BDD for the team. This is because making all of the                
adjustment and improvement needed to get a higher prediction for successfully practice BDD             
will take some time, time that may be better spent elsewhere.  
 
The requirement sheet gives information on what is required for the different levels. The              
assessment questions, answer alternatives, and the weighting and mapping were based on the             
sheet. The requirement sheet can be used alone or as an addition to the assessment tool. The                 
specific dimensions a team can improve are quickly overviewed in the radar chart where              
dimensions closest to the center should get prioritized first. How a team’s BDD compatibility              
can elevate in five distinct dimensions are presented as bullets in the assessment tool. The               
following descriptions of the 5D can be used as additional approaches to the bullets in the                
assessment tool: 
 

1. Knowledge  
What was discovered to be most important for the Knowledge dimension was when a              
team had an ally who felt comfortable enough in using BDD and was happy to help and                 
teach the rest of the team what approaches to take. The person could either be an                
embedded employee, or a person leading team-specific workshops, etc. What is important            
is that the person can influence and lead the work on a successful path. 
 

2. Nature 
There are two different approaches to take depending on whether the nature of the work               
goes well with BDD as a development practice. If a team is invested in BDD and has                 
good knowledge of the tools to use, then even experimental work can benefit from BDD.               
On the other hand, if the team is new to BDD as a development practice, it is not                  
recommended to use BDD for ephemeral and experimental work. This is because the             
time spent on the learning curve may be better used elsewhere. Recurrent retrospectives             
used as check-ins during the work to determine if the nature of the work has changed is                 
another recommended approach on how teams can stay in the loop with the Nature              
dimension of BDD compatibility.  
 

3. Expectations 
It is important to set realistic expectations for the practice to be able to reach the best                 
outcome for the work. To do so, the work or team-specific benefits and potential              
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disadvantages of using BDD should be obvious and clear for all members of the team.               
BDD is not a testing tool a team can use to “automagically” assure the quality of the                 
work or ship things faster. Instead, BDD improves team communication and reduces            
misunderstandings. It can also make it easier to achieve higher test coverage of the work               
with the help of the behaviors found in the discovery part. Recurrent retrospectives where              
the team discuss the ongoing expectations of the work and reducing misunderstanding            
between all team members is a good approach for improving the BDD compatibility of              
the Expectations dimension.  
 

4. Documentation 
The Documentations dimension describes how well-known or documented the specific          
requirements of the work are for the team. To improve this, graphics can be used that                
illustrate the different states inherent in the work. Making everyone who is important for              
the work to produce deliverables participate in decisions regarding the requirements is            
another approach in making the requirement well known.  
 

5. Tools 
By using a tool that is already well-integrated with the tools and dependencies the team is                
using reduces obstacles in the BDD learning curve. It is also important to make an early                
decision on what tools will be used for the discovery and automation parts of the               
development practice, eg. Example Mapping, JBehave, Cucumber, or Gauge. If the tools            
are new or difficult for the team to understand, one approach is to find someone who can                 
show by example by embedding with the team or having a workshop.  

6.5 Under the surface  

The assessment tool was developed using a spreadsheet with dropdowns for the answer             
alternatives. The compatibilities for each dimension was calculated using the weightings of the             
questions and the mapping from 0 to 5 of the answer alternatives. E.g. if a dimension has two                  
questions where question one has the importance of 40% BDD compatibility, and question 2 has               
the importance of 60% BDD compatibility. Both questions have answer alternatives, a, b, and c,               
which are mapped to 1, 3, and 5 respectively. If the user of the tool then chooses alternative 'a' on                    
question 1 and alternative 'c' on question 2, then the BDD compatibility value for this dimension                
will be which corresponds to an average BDD compatibility.0.4x1) (0.6x5) 3.4 ( +  =    
 
An easy example of how a dimension BDD compatibility was calculated can be illustrated by the                
Knowledge dimension compatibility. The Knowledge dimension has three questions with three           
alternatives each. The BDD compatibility value is presented in cell B24 and was calculated as: 
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B24 = SUM(MULTIPLY(0.3, IF(B5 = 'Questions and answers'!B2, 5, IF(B5          

= 'Questions and answers'!C2, 4, 1))) , MULTIPLY(0.35, IF(B6 =          

'Questions and answers'!B3, 1, IF(B6 = 'Questions and answers'!C3,         

5, 3))), MULTIPLY(0.35, IF(B7 = 'Questions and answers'!B4, 1, IF(B6          

= 'Questions and answers'!C4, 5, 3)))) 
 
Nature was the most complex dimension to calculate the BDD compatibility for because it needs               
to take into account what alternative dimension compatibility the user chose for the second and               
third questions of the Knowledge dimension, as well as the second question in the Tools               
dimension. If the user answers that the team is well invested in BDD and has good knowledge of                  
the tools to use, the answer alternatives are mapped to higher values since the BDD compatibility                
are assumed to be stronger. The Nature dimension BDD compatibility value is presented in the               
cell B26 in the spreadsheet and was calculated as follows: 
 

B26 = IF(AND(AND(B6 = 'Questions and answers'!C3, OR(B7 = 'Questions          

and answers'!C4, B7 = 'Questions and answers'!D4)), OR(B19        

='Questions and answers'!B16, B19 ='Questions and      

answers'!B17)),SUM(MULTIPLY(0.2, IF(B9 = 'Questions and     

answers'!B6,5,3)), MULTIPLY(0.4, IF(B10 = 'Questions and      

answers'!B7, 3, IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!C7, 4, IF(B10 =          

'Questions and answers'!D7, 5, IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!E7,         

5,IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!F7, 5, 4)))))),MULTIPLY(0.4,       

IF(B11 = 'Questions and answers'!B8, 1, IF(B11 = 'Questions and          

answers'!C8, 5, 5)))), SUM(MULTIPLY(0.2, IF(B9 = 'Questions and        

answers'!B6,5,1)), MULTIPLY(0.4, IF(B10 = 'Questions and      

answers'!B7, 1, IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!C7, 2, IF(B10 =          

'Questions and answers'!D7, 3, IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!E7,         

5,IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!F7, 5, 2)))))), MULTIPLY(0.4,        

IF(B10 = 'Questions and answers'!B8, 1, IF(B10 = 'Questions and          

answers'!C8, 3, 5))))) 
 

The general BDD compatibility is calculated as the average of the five specific dimension              
compatibility value:  

B35 = DIVIDE(sum(B32,B24,B26,B28,B30),5) 
 
The weightings for all questions and the mapping of the answer alternatives are presented in               
Appendix C.  
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7. Analysis and Discussion 
In this chapter, the deliverable of the thesis work is analyzed and discussed. Section 7.1 explains                
the outcome from the last round of interviews. Section 7.2 analyzes the collected data used in                
this thesis work. Section 7.3 discusses the tool. Finally, Section 7.4 describes the experience              
gained and areas that did not go as expected.  

7.1 Final round of data collection  

The final data collection for the deliverable of this thesis work was the fifth round of interviews.                 
The final round aimed to understand if the tool could assess employees and by helping them                
understand their context consequently reduce their inertia towards BDD. The tool instruction, the             
assessment tool, and a feedback form were shared via email to participants of the second round                
of interviews who claimed to not have been using BDD as a development practice along with                
two additional employees who showed a willingness to try the assessment tool out. A total of 16                 
employees received the feedback email and one of the key interviewees was asked to try the                
assessment tool out and share the feedback in the form.  
 
Additionally, presentations of the tool were held at the company with teams from the department               
that requested this thesis work. After the presentation, a discussion was held where the              
participants could share their thoughts and ideas on the tool, but also if they would consider                
starting to use BDD with the help of the tool. The goal of the presentations was to share                  
knowledge, learning, and expertise regarding BDD, and to present the assessment tool, with the              
purpose of getting final feedback on the thesis work. The employees who participated in the               
presentations shared their view on BDD and the assessment tool orally and some also shared               
feedback through the form. About 50 employees participated in the tool presentations and 8              
employees shared their feedback on the tool in the form. The distribution of the form responses                
to the question “Do you think your team would consider starting using BDD with the help of the                  
tool?” are presented in Figure 7.1. 
 
Out of the 8 employees, 4 thought the assessment tool could be directly useful for their team, 3                  
employees were unsure, and 1 person did not consider it to be helpful. The reason why the tool                  
would not be helpful was that the employee did not consider that the team would use the                 
development practice with the following quote: 

“I like the tool as it is simple to use. I just didn't find it very useful myself as we are not                      
planning to use BDD now. I guess the format of the tool can be used to analyze the                  
readiness of other techniques too such as TDD, Mobius, Dependency Injection, etc” 
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Figure 7.1, Research question’s answer distribution 

 
Figure 7.1 shows how the distribution of the participants’ answers to the question “Do you think                
your team would consider starting to use BDD with the help of the tool?”. Only one person                 
thought that the tool would not help in dispelling inertia towards BDD in their team.  
 
The above and the following quotes in this section are based on the participants' feedback to the                 
form used in the fifth round of interviews. The feedback from the form was similar to the oral                  
feedback given during the tool presentations. A majority of the employees said that the tool               
would be a good approach if they were about to use BDD in their team. The employees who did                   
not think that the tool could help also did not think that BDD would be a development practice                  
that would suit their team. The employees who said yes or maybe to the question of the form                  
shared experiences of difficulties in dispelling inertia towards BDD. One employee who            
answered yes to the question presented in Figure 7.1 said that the tool is a lightweight approach                 
to better understand the practice of BDD and is good for teams to use for starting discussions                 
regarding ways of working. The employee had experienced resistance against other changes in             
the team as well, which the following quote from the form quotes: 

“There is a big resistance against any changes in our ways of working in the team. Both                 
from the tech side and from the product side. The resistance looks different in different               
people. But I think that this tool can help the team to kick off constructive discussions                
about BDD. And also help people to gain a better understanding of what BDD actually               
is. To summarise: The tool would help us but we would still be very far away from                 
starting to do BDD.” 
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One employee with the role of a QA participated in the form and had experienced issues with                 
their current way of working. The employee reacted positively to start to use the development               
practice in their team with the help of the tool as it was considered to be a great introduction to                    
BDD. The tool could be a good way for the team to start off with, as the employee thought BDD                    
could give them the structure they are lacking:  

“I think that the tool, and working with the tool, would provide us with the structure we                  
need. Have had so many misunderstandings because of vague/ambiguous requirements          
so it's time to do something about it. 

 
The resistance against change and trying new practices was highlighted as a counterforce against              
using BDD as a development practice in teams in the form responses. This was a reason as to                  
why participants responded maybe to the question presented in Figure 7.1. The following two              
separate quotes show examples of inertia towards BDD: 

“It might take some time to convince the team that this is a good approach to follow                 
especially that we have a process already set up and some testing frameworks that we               
already use. Also, it can be hard for some client platforms because maybe there are no                
available or well-known testing frameworks for a specific platform or programming           
language.” 
 
“Using BDD with native apps have proved difficult in the past and tended to not be                
accepted by teams” 

 
Furthermore, the tool was imagined to be helpful once a team had already been convinced to                
give the development practice a try. The charts were appreciated and perceived as useful for               
teams to know where to focus to enable BDD.  

7.2 Analysis of data collection 

The data used in the thesis work was mostly drawn from data collected from interviews with                
employees at one company. It was not examined against other organizations to distinguish             
twisted or biased opinions. What was also not evaluated was the effect of respondents being               
aware of the purpose of the thesis work and the consequent potential biases in their responses to                 
the questions. This made it hard to validate the collected data. The employees who participated               
in the thesis work may have had fixed opinions about the development practice from the               
beginning, which can increase the risk of collecting unilateral data.  
 
The second round of interviews aimed to get a better perception of how well known BDD was at                  
the company, along with a better understanding of what caused inertia towards the practice and               
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what could dispel it. In the responses presented in Section 4.4, only one participant did not know                 
about the development practice. This does not reflect the reality experienced later in the thesis               
work at the company where far more employees did not know what BDD was. One reason why                 
only one participant said to not know about BDD could be that the rest did not consider                 
participating in the form if they did not know what the practice was about.  

7.3 Tool discussion 

The deliverable of the thesis work for the company is the assessment tool. It is intended to help                  
teams assess how well the development practice would fit their work context. The tool’s purpose               
is not to force the development practice on someone; a team will always have the freedom to                 
decide what their next move will be after the assessment. The assessment tool with its five                
dimensions, requirement sheets, and graphics can be used for BDD research contribution.  
 
The 5D’s are developed from the collected data from employees at the company and the               
literature study. The employees belonged for the most part to teams who developed or              
maintained features for the Spotify mobile application. Furthermore, this means that it naturally             
(but not intentionally) focuses on feature teams, rather than infrastructure teams.  
 
The tool can be used on its own for teams to do a self-check-in before deciding on a development                   
practice to use. However, having static answer alternatives is not for everyone so the assessment               
questions and the requirement sheet can be used as discussion materials for e.g. workshops,              
which give more space for open discussions rather than using static answer alternatives.  
During the last rounds of interviews and the presentation of the tool at the company               
improvements of the tool were discussed. Some were adopted directly to improve the tool, others               
were saved for future work and are presented in Section 8.2.  
 
What is generally important for any new practice to work well in an agile autonomous               
environment is to celebrate success. This is one measurement which is not directly touched by               
the assessment of the tool. Specific for BDD projects to be successful is how teams communicate                
and collaborate. If a team does not communicate or collaborate in a genuine direction, they are                
set to fail in their development of BDD projects. These two should be seen as the pillars of BDD. 

7.4 Experiences gained  

During this thesis work, unexpected happenings occurred and new experiences were gained.            
Some interesting findings were: 

● There is not just one correct way of using BDD as a development practice 
- It can be used without any tools  
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- There are interesting and engaging tools and methods to be used for both the              
discovery part and the automation part of BDD 

- Eg. Example Mapping and Gauge (Whynne, 2016) (Gauge.org, 2019) 
- It is a fun and easy practice to use and follow, opposed to the collected reasons for                 

inertia against it that claimed it to be complex and difficult 
 

● Surprisingly few employees at Spotify knew what the development practice was about 
- The lack of knowledge existed both at technology- and product specified           

employees 
- There was a distinct difference between the previous BDD knowledge among           

employees 
- During the last three years, new joiners at Spotify tend to have practice             

BDD at their previous companies compared to the employees who have           
only been working at Spotify 

 
● BDD already exists to a certain degree among the teams, the missing piece is the strong                

bond between tech and product 
- Many teams got the realization that they are already doing the discovery part             

and/or the automation part for new projects without realizing it. However, seem to             
lack the communication and collaboration with stakeholders 

 
● Reasons, why inertia towards BDD exists, are less about the employees not wanting to try               

the practice out, but more about the difficulty humans have in making decisions (Section              
3.2 and Section 4.2) 

- Changing habits and people’s beliefs are hard even if you have all of the facts               
showing the benefits and disadvantages (Kahneman, 2011) 
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 
The essence of agile is the ability to adapt to an ever-changing environment, but adaptability               
introduces the risk of chaos. BDD is a development practice that minimizes misunderstandings,             
reduces communication gaps, fosters stronger collaboration with the use of a common language,             
and makes it easier to share knowledge, resulting in a solid ground for coping with chaos. The                 
problem founding this thesis work was that although the benefits BDD gives, only a few agile                
autonomous teams seem to adapt the development practice. This thesis work had the goal to               
provide a basis for agile autonomous teams to dispel inertia towards BDD by generating a               
stronger positive motivation. The research question “What elements should be included in a tool              
with the purpose of dispelling inertia towards BDD?” got answered with a qualitative research              
methodology focusing on obtaining a better understanding of opinions and behaviors that exist at              
the company regarding BDD and inertia. To achieve the goal of this thesis work, an assessment                
tool for development practice readiness got developed. This chapter presents the final conclusion             
of the thesis work and suggestions for future work.  

8.1 Conclusion 

The assumption that motivation would help in dispelling inertia and that motivation can be              
created by assessing if teams are ready for BDD or not was the idea behind this thesis work. It                   
was issued to help agile autonomous teams predict how successful BDD would be as a               
development practice for them. To address the problem, achieve the thesis goal, and answer the               
research question, four research phases was conducted following a qualitative research           
methodology. Answers to the research question were collected using data from several            
interviews with Spotify employees, along with an intense literature study phase.  
 
The tool is intended to help teams assess how well the development practice would fit the team                 
and their projects. It evaluates potential inertia in five dimensions to cover all aspects of BDD                
compatibility, provides an overall guide to readiness, and gives recommendations on where gaps             
can be identified. The five distinct dimensions of inertia consist of the important elements and               
were identified through data analysis, which forms the foundation of the tool. Each dimension              
has weighted questions, and each question has answer alternatives that are mapped to a BDD               
compatibility level. The tool’s purpose is not to force the development practice on someone; a               
team will always have the freedom to decide what their next move will be after the assessment,                 
The tool’s purpose is rather to increase positive motivation. Motivation can be created by              
assessing the suitability of a team and their work against BDD. After presenting the tool at the                 
company, more employees became aware of the development practice. The more employees who             
talk about the practice, the more normal it becomes in teams and departments. The more normal                
a development practice seems to be, the less hard it becomes to adapt the practice within teams.                 
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In this way, and by generating a stronger positive motivation within the teams, inertia towards               
BDD can be dispelled.  
  
BDD is not a silver bullet which solves existing problems and there is nothing wrong with not                 
wanting to try the practice out, but used correctly and for the right projects it can benefit both the                   
quality of the product and the speed of development. Like all new practices there comes a                
learning curve with using BDD. A team must make the decision to go on with BDD and have a                   
cost now, or not use it and have the cost in the future. Furthermore, the assessment tool is just a                    
tool. To achieve a full experience and a proper assessment of BDD compatibility, steady              
dialogues and collaboration should happen in the team that uses the tool, their stakeholders, and               
customers.  

8.2 Suggestions for future work 

Future work this thesis work is to collect continued feedback on the value of the tool, also                 
evaluating it against other companies and organizations. The format of the tool can improve to               
accept open answers by using machine learning so that users can use it as more of a chatbot than                   
static answer alternatives in a sheet. 
 
The Nature dimension in the 5D can be improved to also focus on the technology level that the                  
stakeholders, customers, and developing team have. If they are all developers who know the              
same coding language, the discovery part of BDD does not necessarily have to be written in                
plain English. However, the discovery part is still useful for creating a shared understanding of               
what to develop. 
 
The BDD compatibility next steps can be more user-specific. For this the user must be ok with                 
generating more information about their team, if it is a feature team or infra team; the project                 
they are about to develop, if it is experimental or core work; the technical knowledge of their                 
stakeholders and customers, if the bare minimum of technology is high enough then there is a                
less need of using the plain English format. The most important future work suggestion is to put                 
greater focus on how teams will communicate and collaborate since this is the essence of               
successful BDD projects. 

8.3 Epilogue  

During this thesis work, I had the luxury of interviewing highly talented and skilled              
professionals. Everyone who participated in the thesis work did so on a voluntary basis and I am                 
very grateful that they shared their time and knowledge with me.  
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If you start using the development practice in your team, you will eventually notice that BDD is                 
not just another buzzword - it is actually a productive and fun way to develop quality code and at                   
the same time bring your team closer together. The most important tip on how to dispel inertia is                  
to give yourself some appreciation and celebrate the successful work in adopting BDD. It creates               
stronger motivation and inspires other teams to follow the development practice, which has an              
inertia-dispelling ripple effect.  
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Glossary 
● Agile Coach: One who is experienced in implementing agile projects and can share that              

experience with a project team 
● Backend Engineer: primarily develop and maintains the core functional logic and           

operations of a piece of software  
● Corner Case: a problem or situation that occurs only outside of normal operating             

parameters 
● e2e: End-to-end. Used when testing the entire product as a user would do. Not only               

testing distinct features.  
● Release Manager: employee responsible for the release of the software  
● QA: At Spotify, the abbreviation of QA stands for "Quality Assistance". The role of a QA                

is to help the development team to deliver, more as a coach that inspires than acting as                 
quality police (Owen, 2016).  
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Appendix A - The form  
Your answers will be anonymous in the thesis work.  
Answers to questions with * are required  
Section 1: Behavior-driven development 

1. Email address - if you allow me to contact you for further questions 
2. In which squad and/or tribe do you work? * 
3. What is/are your role/roles in your squad/tribe?* 
4. Have you ever used/Do you encourage your team to develop using BDD * 

a. Yes - Continue to Section 3  
b. We have evaluated it but are not using it - Continue to Section 2 
c. No - Continue to Section 2 
d. I don't know what BDD is - Continue to Section 4 

 
Section 2: No, I haven't used BDD at Spotify 

1. What's your general feeling about BDD? 
2. What do you see as the benefits of using BDD? 
3. Do you see any disadvantages of using BDD? 

End of form - Thanks for participating!  
 

Section 3: Yes, I have used BDD at Spotify 
Tell me more about how you worked with BDD 

1. How did you proceed to use BDD as a development practice? 
2. How long did it take to apply BDD as your development practice? From the moment it was                                 

suggested until you were using it 
3. Which BDD tool did you use? 

a. MoFlow, the first step (Model it) in the Mobius workflow 
b. Other:  

4. What were the successful steps that enabled you to work with BDD? *In steps from the first                                 
idea to the ongoing workflow 

5. Anything that did not work out? Anything that didn't go as expected or something that happened                               
that blocked your way of working 

6. Do you find it easier to develop and maintain BDD features? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Sometimes 

7. If you answered 'no' or 'sometimes' - explain why you do not find it easier 
8. Do you find it faster to maintain features developed by BDD? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Sometimes 

9. If you answered 'no' or 'sometimes' - explain why you do not find it faster 
10. What do you see as the benefits of using BDD? 
11. Do you see any disadvantages of using BDD? If so, what are they? 

End of form - Thanks for participating!  
 
Section 4: Learn about BDD  
While the thesis is in progress, check out Spotify's GitHub to learn about one of Spotify's BDD frameworks                                   
"Mobius" 

- https://github.com/spotify/mobius/wiki 
End of form - Thanks for participating! 
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Appendix B - Level Requirements Sheet 

5 Dimensions   Poor compatibility  Average compatibility  Good compatibility 

Knowledge 
What is the general 
knowledge the 
team has about 
BDD? 

The majority of the team 
lacks theoretical 
knowledge of BDD 

 
No one in the team has 
practical experience with 
BDD  
 

The majority of the team 
has a good theoretical 
understanding of BDD 

 
No one in the team has 
practical experiences with 
BDD  

All team members have a 
good theoretical 
understanding of BDD.  

 
Some members have 
practical, successful 
experience with 
developing using BDD 
and can guide the rest  

Nature 
What is the nature 
of the work? 

Project is experimental 
and the team is not 
confident using BDD 

 
The project is ephemeral 
with a very short lifespan 

Project is an experimental 
feature work 

 
The lifespan of the project 
is uncertain 

The project is a 
permanent feature/core 
work 

 
The project is expected to 
last longer than one year 

Expectations 
Are the individual 
expectations of 
BDD realistic?  

Unknown project-specific 
benefits of following BDD 
 

Project-specific benefits 
are known by a minority of 
the team members 

 
The benefits are 
inconsistent with general 
outcomes of BDD 

Project-specific benefits 
are well known by all 
team members 

 
The benefits are 
consistent with general 
outcomes of BDD 

Documentation 
Are the specific 
deliverables and 
requirements 
documented? 
 
 
 

Project requirements are 
not documented  

 
Requirements are not 
aligned with everyone in 
the team  

 
Project deliverables are 
not set 

Project requirements are 
documented but not 
up-to-date 

 
Requirements are not 
aligned with everyone in 
the team 

 
Deliverables of the project 
are uncertain 

Project requirements are 
documented and 
updated

 
Requirements are 
aligned with everyone in 
the team 

 
Deliverables of the 
project are clear to 
everyone 

Tools 
Has the team 
decided on what 
BDD tools to use?  

The team does not know 
which discovery and 
automation tools to use  

 
Only a minority of the 
team has theoretical 
knowledge or practical 
experience with the tools 

 
External dependencies 
are unknown 

The majority of the team 
has theoretical knowledge 
or practical experience 
with the discovery and 
automation tools  

 
Unknown external 
dependencies 
 

The majority of the team 
has theoretical 
knowledge and practical 
experience with the 
discovery and 
automation tools  

 
Known external 
dependencies 
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Appendix C - Questions and weighting for the assessment tool 
Knowledge 

1. Has anyone in your team practiced BDD before? 30% 
a. Yes, at this company 5 
b. Yes, at another company 4 
c. No 1 

2. What level of theoretical knowledge would you consider your team has? 35% 
a. Less than 25% of us have theoretical knowledge of BDD 1 
b. More than 70% of us have theoretical knowledge of BDD 5 
c. About half of our team have theoretical knowledge of BDD 3 

3. What level of practical experience would you consider your team has? 35% 
a. Less than 25% of us have practical experience of BDD 1 
b. More than 70% of us have practical experience of BDD 5 
c. About half of our team have practical experience of BDD 3 

 
Nature 
If the team is well versed in BDD and has good knowledge of the tooling, the answers are mapped to the                                         
number in parentheses.   

1. Are you about to develop a new feature? 20% 
a. Yes 5 
b. No, we will rewrite code 1 (3) 

2. How long do you expect the work to take 40 % 
a. Less than a week 1 (3) 
b. 1 week - 1 month 2 ( 4) 
c. 1 month - 6 months 3 ( 5) 
d. 6 months - 1 year 5  
e. More than 1 year 5 
f. Unsure 2 ( 4) 

3. What is the nature of your work? 40% 
a. It is experimental 1 (3) 
b. It is experimental but the chance of it to turn into permanent work is high 3 (5) 
c. It is a permanent feature/core work 5 

 
Expectations 

1. Which of the following alternatives is most accurate to your reasons for showing                         
interest in using BDD? 100% 

a. It will improve communication in the team and will help us ship faster in the longer                               
term 5 

b. It will improve communication in the team but it will slow us down 3 
c. It will improve team communication 4 
d. It is a testing tool that by itself helps in assuring quality 1 
e. It will make it easier to achieve a higher test coverage 3 
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Documentation 
1. Are the expected deliverables well known for all team members? 60%  

a. Yes, and its documented and shared within the team 4 
b. Yes, and its documented with graphics illustrating the various states inherent in the                         

work 5 
c. No 1 
d. Yes, a few of us are aware of what the expected deliverables are 3 

2. Are the work-specific requirements well known for all team members? 40% 
a. Yes, the requirements are well known and up to date 5 
b. Yes, the requirements are well known 4 
c. No, just a few of us are certain about the exact requirements 3 
d. No, we don’t know the exact requirements 1 
e. No, but we are working with them in a structured manner 4 

 
Tools  

1. Have you decided how you will discover the expected behaviors of your work                         
deliverables? 50% 

a. Yes  5 
b. No, not yet 3 
c. No, we will not use any specific tools to discover the different behaviors of or work 1 

2. Have you decided how you will automate your acceptance tests? 50% 
a. Yes, and several members of the team have practical experiences of the tool 5 
b. Yes, and a few of the team members have practical experiences of the tool 4.5 
c. Yes, but the team has no practical experiences of the tool 3.5 
d. Yes, but the team has only theoretical knowledge about the tool  3 
e. No, not yet 2.5 
f. No, we will not use BDD specific tools to automate our tests 1 
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Appendix D - Assessment 
tool for BDD readiness  
Print screen of the final version of the        
assessment tool.  
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